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Page I6, New Mexico Daily LOBO, January 17, I979

1•

PERSONALS

C\JSTOM SEWING: CLOTHING and houO<hold
llem;, a9B.l977,
01/:!5

CONCEI•TIONS SW • II COLLE(."fiON of UNM

student!\' creative wor,ks, SI.OO. Marron Htdl Room
lOS.

. . . lfn
ACCU~IITE INfORMATION AaOUT con·

trm.:eption, sterlliit!lliorr, aborllon. Righi

10

Choo11e.

294·0171.
04127
PKEGANCY TESTING 1\NP counoollng. Phono
247-9819
041:n
PERRY'S PIZZI\ BY the

slice

and pon. Specials

rcaturing fresh llllilld and slices. Across from UNM Or)
Cc:ntrul.

OJ/19

ON SALE NOWIIHc lighters 69cems- r,ipes JO -per
cent off - we also have imponcd cigarettes,
p1uaphcrnulia, ~ Pipe & Tobacco Road 107 Cornell.
open9·S,Su1 J0-4.
OJ/l9
SOPHOMORES WE SALUTE- you for hun.ing

wugh, If you need rtn added irJceruive to cont!lluc we
sugg.e~t you chec~ out the: Air Force Officers Training
Jlrogrum. Check it oul by simply addlngAF ASP201
l>cvdopmcrn of Air Power, (Mondays 1:00 to 1:50
pm, or Wednesdays 8:00 to s·:~Q a.m.) No hassles; Put
om opportunity to learn about Aero-Space ltnd tQ
check oul whether you want to join ihe two-year
program ·next year, Wlmt Olher cour/ic leuds to
financial aid, .~;tc,, and a profcsslotml jol.> l,":ontract
upon srndual!on'l
Ol/19
MICHAEl, ANTHONY CAN help you n"d your

pcr!ional clown character. Instruction In magic,
juggling. mime. Tolal Experi~ncc. 26~·4301
01/24
SUICIDE IS A pcrmaoent .solution to a tcmporury
problem. l.etis talk abotu it. AOOJtA, 2n.JOI3.

•

TYPIST • TERM PIIPERS, T~esls, Resumeo 29'1·
8970.
02106
1\DVENTUROU$ WOMIIN1 BUT <an't gel anyone

to Hrough i! 11 with you? Fcmlnrs:~ .Guide Servic4;.
Me.,ag<281·1297.

01/19

ADD MUSIC TO your seme$let. Mafc's 0\lltar
Studio, 265 ..331:5.
~fo
FANTASIA PARTY SYSTEM& Caoering. Pisco
Uands, Films, Da9cers. 242~2463,
Ol/26
USDA ESTIMATES 1\VERAGE American will
consume IOJbs, food additives. thh• year. They won't

get lhe_m 'd the Morn!ns Glory Care, Serving
chemlcal rn:c m~i$ and vr:gharlan cuisine. 2933
Monoe Visla N,E. 268-7040
Ql/22
I'KIVATE GUITAR LESSONS. Classical, folk, by
U.N.M. cqmmunltY college iostntclor. 266,9291
01/22
MEATLESS COOKING CLASSES. 8 two hour

Jnn28.

2.

01/17

4.

HOUSING

CANTERUURY CO-OP: $mall co·ed residence, close
to campus, 3 meals daily, single rooms, S825 per
.'Jtmester. 247-2515
01/18
FEMI\LE ROOMMI\TE WANTED to share house·

STUDIO APT. FOR Renl. Near UNM and bus line.
Clean. 26j.6966, 268-4413

Ol/19

LVXURY, NE, 3 bedtoorn, 2 bath, townhouse,
Appliance~. carpeting, children nne. $J82, utilities
Include~. 262·17!11 Valley Ren1als, $35 fee.
01119
STUDENTS MOSTLY FURNISHED 2 bedroom,

off Pine. Appliances, carpeting, fenced privacy.
$ISO, 262-I7SI, Valley Rentals, SJS fcc,

01/19

Singles welcome. 296-7120
01/19
FULLY CAkPETED 3 bedroom, off Carlisle.
spotless appliances, fireplace, fenced yard, $245. 262-

Mome Vista. Call eves. 266-4856.

FREE RENT UNTIL february. Free utilities. Br;.nd
neW studio and one bedroom. 3 blocks from U.N.M.
01/29
Covered parking. 831·6066
SERIOUS STU_DENTS NEED non-smoking female
houliema.te, SilO mth . .sh. utilities. 265-4930
01/22

head, lwo black cars. Name Menaker, LoSt on Girard
SE. ·Phone 262~2231. Reward.
01/23
LOST:· MY BROTHER in the Austrian Avalanche.
Ma~ his soul rcsllnl'eace,
OJ/17

3.

SERVICES

place or move in with another. All ages,. baekrounds.
Photos shown, rcfrences checked. $15,00 with
student J.D. The Roommale Gallery 266-5959 117p,m.

01122

UNM/BCMC AREA. For sale: three bedrooms, I 3'14
bath, s1ucco, painl, remodeled. $30,000 down. $325,
month. Call evenings. 821~694H
Ol/22
ONE BEDROOM DUPLEX, SISO utilities incluclc:d,
Lead-Maplctorner. 247-8647.
01/23
NEAR UNM, APARTMENT for reru, spacious one
bedroom, SI9S/month plus utilities. 265-2252 or 2687289.

TYPING. NIGHTS, WEEKENDS. Pat, 29H688.
01/30
TYPIST•24 HOUR SERVICE, Jean, 2SS·9426 aflcr
4:00p.m.
02/22

01/19

ROOMMATE FINDING SERVICE. Share your

KINKO'S TYPING SERVICJ; (111M Selectric) and
how J minute Passport Photos. No appolmmenl.
268-BSIS. We do keys.
1fn
TYPINGFIRSTQUALITY,BR3·7787,Holly, 02/13

adjusl~;d

to fie studenl schedule. Apply 8 to 4 SUDS

PARLOR, 4208Carlisle NE, see Janice.
01/19
TUTORS NEEPEP FOR' Chcmislry Ill, 212;
Biology 123 (General), BiolOgy 238 (A&P), Biology
239 (Micro); Nursing 240 (Pathology); Pharmacology
276. Call277-2507.
01/19
P/\RT TJME JOB graduate students only.• Afternoon~

and evenings~ Must be able to work Friday an_d ·

Sati.trday nights. Must be 21 years old. Apply in

person, no phone calls please. Saveway Liquor Stores
at 5704 Lomas NE 1 _S516 Menaul NE.
02/02
MEN! WOMEN! JOJJS_. C111ise ships, freighters. NO
experience. High pay! See Europe, Hawaii, Australia,
So. America. Summer! Career. Send $3,8:5 for infp.
lo SEA WORLD DZ Box 6103S, Sacto., CA 9S860.

OliO I
q-J!LP CARE FOR, Ryr old, Three Mornings 6:15
am to 8:30am. CaiiCarcn '266-4960
01/19
MAl-E AND FEMALe erotic dancers needed. High·
paying. 242-2463.

01/26

MOTHER WILL BABYSIT your infant, mornings,

PI\RT-TIME SALESPERSON needed. Hours

buod. Identify and claim. Marron Hnll. Room lOS.

LOST: GOLD SEKKO WI\TCH, brown bond 277·
01/22
5975
LOST: OLI} ENGLISH Sheepdog puppy. While

train. Must be ablc.to work evenings, some wecke11ds.

caiiZ77·2606.
01/19
2 llR. HOUSE ncar UNM 1620 Lead. $2S5 monthly,

FOUND: WOMAN'S GOI.P Walch wilh broken

FOUND: PSYCHOLOGY NOTEBOOK. Identify
and Claim Ro<Jm 105 Marron Hall,
01/19
LOST: WOMAN'S WHITE wool lelt·hand millen.
Small rcwnrd offered, 898·4675 or277.243S. 01/19

EMPLOYMENT

SIS week. Near UNM. Call242-6631.
01/19
BABYSITTER NEEDED, 3 AFTERNOONS/week,

with 2 other women, $lOCI a month plus utili_t_ies, On
tfn
I'OUNP: COCKE!! SPANIEL named Chester. Call
25S-3016 or 344-5SS2.
tfn

6:

SEARCHING FOR HOUSING? Residence Halls arc
your answer for maximum convenience to campus,
plu5 comforl and economy in housing and food
service! Inquire La Posada 201, Wednesdays 9-4 or

17li. Valley Rentals, S)S fcc,
01/19
FEMALE ROOMATE WI\NTEP tQ share house

LOST & FOUND

01/23

Appl)' in pcrson 1 ask for Pel~. fn:Jhtier Restaurant
2400Centra1Sil.
01/19
LAUNDROMAT ATTENDANT: HOURS can be

Z66·941l oftcr6;JOP,M.
01/19
MOVE TODAY. $80 I bedroom, .near campus,
modern applianii!eS, storage galore. 262·1751. Valley
Rentals, $3S fcc,
01/19

7

'70 VOLVO. GOOD CONDITION. Rebuilt Iran•

sml$sioo. 6_ mouth warranty, Sl :500. E\'es. Anne 265-

COCHITI MOTOJts .. we'llllx yourcarc~eap. (6804
Cochiti SE)268-4071.
01/23
PIIINTING--CLBAN, NEAT workmanship, l'rec
e~almitte.'), Call Wes OVil! 2.55 .. 1890.
01/23

SHOULDN'T HVI1RY WELL eduCated person know

serious !I bout learning film production, thi~ priValc
u1uu1ds·on" workshop emphasizes access 1o Ufld
instruction with profc:slilonal 16mm cquipmcril to
photogmf'h and edit your own shon film, Gary
Doberman: 266-0863 nftcrnoons.
01/31
HAitRY: PICK UP orungc card in Honor•s Center
forr Gcnerul Studico; 112-00t'i. Pick up one easy credit
Wet.lnc~dnys 2:00·31!10. Who knows1 you mny pick up
mel Kiltcn,
01/IH
JOIN TH13 VORTEX for ar1 t:Xcitlng episode of The
Muting Oarnc. Sec MINOR LOSS. Frl-Sun, Jan l9·

Ol/24

RICYCLE JP..SPEED, Z3" fram~, men's Takara
w/thorn-proof, New, 5120,00 or belie o!fer. Work
271-3004 or 296-J 933, Guy Watson.
01/23

MOI>ELS ~EEPED FOR easy-care hair [a:;_hions.
Apply Tijeras Hair Co .. ZSS-SS44.
Ql/07
PART· TIME COOK. so·meexpcrlcnee necessary, will

Princeton N.E. Backyard Fireplace $125. Call Carol

Mi1Chellllalll22.
01/22
FILM PRODUCTION WOI!KSHOI': If you arc

2'H f~AME ~lLVER MPtobe~ane, MiraBe Dual
position brake levers. Quick release fn:mt axle.

0081.

01123

ncar camptt~. 293-0817, 243-4242,

FOR SALE

UNITED Feature Syndicate
Tuesday's Puzz:le .Solved:

45 Distant
46 Pallid

48 Stamper
52

Tri~l

56 Before
57 Esteem
58 Mexican

:

.ttomeys file Creditgiven.,.fgfpot r:se~rc~
search suit Program 1n1t1ated

president
59 Group
60 Awake
61 Eng. com-

poser
62 Continent
63 Lairs
64 Sky light
65 Fruit skin

DOWN
'
1 Misl2 Tropical fish
3 Adjust
4 Apis · 5 Girl's name
6 Go -: Err
7 Bollard
8 Stalk
9 Criticized
10 Shelley, e.g.
11 Netherlands
city
12 lndjan of
Ontario
13 German title
21 While

22 Double
24 Courage
27 Oink
28 Thrash
30 Gaelic·

31 Tints
32 Imitation

33 Solo ·
34 Evergr.eens:
2 words
35 Surety
36 Kind of nut
36 Toughen
42 First mur-

derer
44

Bl~bbers

Persons who .have been subjected· to searches at the 'city's· Civic
Auditorium Md who object to the frisks are asked to contact the
American Civil Liberties Union office in Albuquerque. · . · ·
Attorneys Chuck Daniels and Lee Peifer have file(! a class action
suit on behalf of the ACLU against city .orders to search concertgoers. The union contends the searches are unconstitutional.
Daniels said they want to find out persons' experiences while attending Civic concerts. "We're not looking for plaintiffs but witnesses," he said.
The ACLU went to Fe(ieral Court in Albuquerque last week
backing three plaintiffs against the searches. However, U.S. District
Judge Ed'win Mechem ruled the searches could be conducted, except
on the three persons named in the suit.
Daniels said the ruling is temporary, and would be in effect only at
said furt. her.
tomorrow's Marshall Tucker BMd concert. The. atto•ney
' d app.ly
hearing·s on the case. in a class action sui.t whic. h w. oul.
to all
attendants, are scheduled .in the nextfew weeks.
Mayor David Rusk has. supported the police frisks, saying, "no
searches, no concerts.'' However, Daniels said three federal courts in
three other states have ruled t.he searches unconstitutional.
"The bo(ly searches have to stop," ·Daniels said. "The prece"ents
"
are on our side."

45- food
47 Thwar.t
46 Baby grand
49 Make fun of
50- Banks:

Cubs' great
51 R.oyal
52 Comparison

word

53 Part

54- Smith:

Economist
55 Beginner:

Var.
59 Disparity ·

01123

variable. Lieber1s Luggage, 1406 Eubank NE, 293-

Common sense and strong work elhic essemial,
degree Is not. Varied in-Service psychiatric training
program and excellent opportunity for somcon~ who.
wishes to pursue a career in.sociaf work or the helping
p·rorcssions. Address resumes .and inquiries to

3t 242

7

21Riafler I p.m.
Oll23
CLEAN LINES. Low center of gravity, direct drive,

quiet. DriYing a Vespa motorscooter is more like
riding a magic carpet. Come by and float off on one
tOday. Exclusively ai J.J. Moped, Albuquerque, For
more in(ormation; 3222 Cennal SE 268·3949. 01/30

8.

By CHRIS MILLER
or an associate, bachelor's, or master's degree, Dr.
The Office of Health, Education and Welfare has Ignacio Cordova, director of the Mulicultural Center
announced that UNM has been awarded with a said; The training will prepare them for a variety of
'$407 ,277 grant to continue two bilingual education bilingual education personnel positions, such as
training programs. ·
teachers, administrators, and counselors, he said.
One program, designed to train teachers in·bilingual
Fellows will concentrate their studies on a particular
education, was awarded $23.6,165, the largest amount educational area, such as ac!ministration, curriculum,
given among 9i colleges and universities in 27 states reading, or ev_aluatlon, Dt .. Cor~ova said•. t;hCJ .• ~iU
and Puerto Rico.
. ·f'"'?'.'"~""'""' ,, .
also develop speciahkills 'in" trafnirt_g stud¢nts wtiowiiF
The other· progtam, awarded' "$111,112 by the work directly with th!Hihildteq M10 speak that paragency, will provide fellowships for graduate students ticular language, he said.
prepariJ:!g to train others to teach bilin!!ual education.
Upon completion of the program, fellows will be
The grant will fund the programs fat a second three. qualified for positions as college and university
year period, ending in ·1982.
• professors or teacher retrainers in school districts, he
Students in the program to train bilingual teachers said.
continued on pege8
are working toward credentials in bilingual education

MISCELLANEOUS

CfiEAP WATEROEDS AT Wnlcr Trips. S9'1 buys

you: (I) Any size dark walnut stained ·frame, (2)
safety liner. (3) foam insUlated comfort pad, (4) any
size mallress with 3-yr. guarantee. SI09.9S at Water
Trips.3407 Ccnlrnl NE. :ZSS-2289.
04/0S.
LOOKING FOR GROUP 0, D, and AD blood
donors. PltllSC contaiel Oi\'ision of Tropical &

01/19

REMEDIAL TUTORING IN my home. Certified

experienced teacher. Grades 1·12. Ncar UNM. Call

-·------------FASHION BLOUSES FOR Gal's Sl.9l al California
Fashion Outlet. Corner of Central & Cornell aCross
UNM;
01/19

242-6631.
01/19
BAKERY CAFE, VEGETARIAN Cuisine. Break-

fast. Lunch and Pinner. 118 Yale S.E. 2SS.0749.

~

01/19

255-3696

(next to macDonald's)
mon.-Sat. 10 to 10
· Sun 12to7
Suba, Paata, Calzone Pizza, Dally Specials

minisub with spiced ham, bologna, American
cheeM ond small fllea and small drink for

11.69

••
••
••
••
•••
••
••
••
••
••
••
.••

••
Co1ning
Soon
••
••
The New MeXico Daily Lobo
••
••
~oq,test
•••
••
Test Yom Knowledqe
••••
• New
Week
••
• Ill NewWinners.Every
Games Each Week
•
•• .·
• Pnzes
.
:••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ~
~.

number of other studies.
Projects such as canvassing and
lobbying on decriminalization arc
acceptable toward credit in political
science. Fund raisiog and
boo keeping work for NORML may
be applied to business and
ecoqomics. Public relations work
for NORML is acceptable in
journalism, said Jean Hedberg,
acting director of the General
Honors Program.
"We feel part of somebody's
education may have to do with
community service while at the
same time developing research skills
pertinent to an academic
education," s;;ti(i He(lberg.
To qualify for the program
students must
meet
four
·
requtrements
which are: the student
show a sincere ·mterest in their
program, a course in that particular
. subject is not available elsewhere at
UNM, a faculty member must be
available to supervise the project,
and the project contain an in-

terdiscipline of subjects.
Kaplan says he got the idea to set
up the program from a similar
general st.udies program initiated by
PIRG. Several students participatcd in the PlRG sponsored
progt•am, which resultcdin one case
in the publication of a juvenille
services guide. The guide is now
used by counselors at .several state
agencies and institutions.
"This type of internship through
NORML is kind of like internship
.at PIRG,, said Kaplan.
·.
Presently, only Joseph C1cero,
a
former ASUNM senator..
has
signed . up for the program but
Kaplan feels that as students
become aware of the program all
five available positions will be
filled.
Program participants will be
working
toward
marijuana
decriminalization, which Kaplan
says is ''a realistic goal in the near
future."

UNM forensics
program may
face changes.

~ or' the ,~~e~ch communications
The hubbub which .began department, said Wedoesday the
brewing over semester break future of the forensics is in the
concerning the possible alteration ·discussion stage and no decision ·
or reorganization of the UNM has been made.
Forensics Program has, at this
The• program which involves
point, no foundation.
debate and public speaking
Jean Civikly, acting chairperson operates under the speech
department and is. headed by Dan
DeSteven, an assistant professor in
the department.
DeSteven said he does not .know
what w.ill happen to the program
does he know if he will be at
Mexican political activist Hector Marroquin was denied political asylum people to attend a strategy meeting Monday night in room 250A of the nor
UNM next fall. He said whether it
SUB.
They
also
asked
peo(:lle
to
stop
by
a
literature
table
to
be
set
up
in the United States by the Immigration and Naturalization Service in
is reorganized or even "eliminated"
December. The Hector Marroquin Defense Committee on campus is Friday in the SUB.
is not dependent on whether he
A
resolution
in
support
of
Marroquin's
case
will
be
presented
to
the
organizing support for his appeal.
teaches here next year. Those are
Marroquin spoke on the UNM campus last October as part of a ASUNM Senate at their January 24 meeting •. Political cartoonist Jules two separate issues, he said.
Feiffer,
an
endorser
of
the
case,
said,
"Hector
Marroquin
apparently
nationwide tour to take his case to the public. Marroquin, a.stu(ient leader
It had been rumored late las·t
at the University of Nuevo· Leon, fled Mexico in 1974. He had been or- exists on the blind side of Jimmy Carter's selectively forthright stalld on semester that the program was to be
dered arrested by the government on charges of terrorism. In .his talk on human rights. Our government's attempt to deport him.· .•• can only b!l revamped. Civikiy said an
cam.pus, Marroquin, who said he had witnessed the murder?f~is roo'!late baited by a loud, vigorous, .and mounting protest."
evaluation of the program is to be
bythe police, felt he Would not be afforded a fair and legal tnalm Mex1c~.
completed this spring •
Citing the advisory opinion of the State Department, the INS sa1d
"The department is just talking
.Marroquin had failed to establish the likelihoo(i of his being persecuted· in
about what to do," she said.
Mexico due to his political belief. The INS also stated that "no issue as 10.
"There is flexibility-nothing says
your political belief is raised by the Government of Mexico;. what the
the outcome has to be one pargovernment has stated is that you may have committeed senous..nonticular way."
political crimes there." Marroquin is accused of terrori~m ~d subversion •
Civikly said the alternatives for
The Mexi!:an police claim he plotted the murder of a hbrartan, wounded
next year's program are numerous•
two policemen, and rob be(! a bakery.
•
·. . .
.
. ,
She said possible solutions may
"The Mexican government's charges are nothing but political frame-up
include that the program I) stay in
charges," said Margaret Wiriter, Marroquin's attorney. "We submitted a
the speech .department with a
lot of evidence proving that the regime accuses political acti~sts of crime in
smaller fonnat 2) stay in the
order to jail, torfure and murder them."
department with a more non·
competitive
format 3) be tranAmnesty International and the International League for Human Rights ·
sferred
to
another department
have joined in condeming the. Mexican government for covering up the ·
within
the
College
of Arts and
existence of hundreds of people "disappeared'', by the rigada Blanca, a
Sciences
or
4)
be
tied
into the law
secret government terrorist agency.
·
school.
•
·
The State Department document denies the existence of political
"The
department
will
consider
prisoners in Mexico and recommends that Marroquin be de1Jarted to·
all alternatives," she said. The final
Mexico where,. it contends, he will get a ''fair trial 11 • . . ·
decision concerning the program's
However, since publication of the document, the Mexican government
future,. however, is in the hands of
has a(lmitted that it holds hundreds of poHtical prisoners, as reported in
the provost's office and the dean of
The Washington .Post, October 31, 1978. Many of those IJrisorters are
the College of Arts and Sciences,
students,
·
·
Civikly said. She said she is to meet
Several months ago, the Mexican government · publishe(l a general ·
with Dean Wollman later this week .
amnesty list for several hundred of those prisoners. To date, very feW of
DeSteven said the operating
those have actually been released. Marroquin's name was included in the
budget for the forensics program
list. tlie State Department did not respond to the hnplic'alions oft he list,
conies from the College of Arts and
The INS denial means Marroquin faces a deport~tion hearing tentatively
Sciences. Ther are also forensic
scheduled ror Fcbruury. At the hearing, Marroquin will be able to appeal
scholarships offered by various
the INS' decision to an immigration judge.
.
groups inclu(ling the alumni
In preparation for the llpcoming hearing, the Hector Marroquin Defense
association to base on a student's
Committee is raising money and asking for support. The UNM committee
Herbert Mat:roquin spoke.to UNM students last October ih ability and 1Jerformance, he said.
called for a fund-raising campaign and letters 'Of protest to be sent to
""ntlnued <m pogo I ··
L.eonel Castillo, the I!'IS director. The UNM committee asked interested the Kiva.

· · liy··nStitivr'·' ·:-: · \;

Marroquin· support organized

Italian Fatso Subs
2206 Central SE

By S. MONTOYA
UNM stu(ients can score three
credit hours for research projects
done for the. National Organization
foftheReform of Marijuana Laws.
The program, under the
jmisdiction of the General Studies
division .of the General Honors
Program, affords stu(ients the
opportunity to "apply academic
knowledge to a real life situation,"
says Alex Kaplan, state coordinator
ofNORML
Contingent upon the amount of
•work accomplished, up· io three
hours credit can be awarded for
· a diverse area
·
projects m
of studies
)Vhich include political science,
.journalism, and business and
economics. However, students are
not limited to these · subjects and
can qualify for the program under a

HEW awa·rds $407277
to bilingual ed. program

Hogares, Inc., P.O. Do• 6342 Albq., N.M. 87107.
Phonc345-8471. E.O.E.
01118
GOLDEN FRIED CHICKE;N 1830 Lomas NE has

Ocographfc'Medicine.217..JOOI or277-2813,

5

ACROSS
1 Knife wound
5 Bits.
9 Stoop
14 F.~r: Prefix
15 Leave out
16 Revere
17 Diminutive
suffix
18 Ceremony
19 Gunpowder
Ingredient
20 Exist
21 - Abbey
23 Swamps
25 Allot
26 Female
swan
27 Happy
29 Color
32 Acadian diaiect
35 Boast
36- - sense
of humor
37 Algerian city
38 Alcohol; Sl.
39 Suit at law
40 Choose
41 Prong
42 Arrives
43 Tibetan ox
44 Wallop

Lubbock and the
Shah of Iran deserve
each other.

0817.
01/23
RESIPENTIAL COUNSE;LO!IS NEEPEP to li'e in
group hom~ and work' with 6 lroubled teenagers._

openings ror part-time day work. Call Jim

•

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE

1?64 MOD ROADSTilR, mint tofldition. A•king
01122
S289S. 296-2"0

SIIO,OO John Z56-116S

-;:.qw

'l\\'a'1'\

session$. S48 inch.tding a light meal each week. Call
_
01123
Rha at 34S-7631 e;t:nings.

01/17

hou to- dnnce7 Come and JcLun how. Mini-lesson5,
dcmonst rations, and free ;uhulsslon. UNM Ballroom
Dance Club, 7:30-9:30 p.m., Jan 19, SUIJ-Pronto,
Jan 2lJ SUO-Ua\lrootn,
01/26
THERE WILL DE a Pre-Health Science Club
rnel,.'ting on Monduy, J~;u1Uary 22 at 7:30 p.m. In

u~
JEANS FOR S6.1l 01 California Fasion Ouolel.
cOrner ofCenmd & Cornell, across UNM. oJ/19
BRICK -'NO BO-'RP bookshelves. 266-0867
evening$.
01/19

I

·'

..

" .

..
'

'
-~

··-
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Freedom University to open doors

Duke still stands tall

LOS ANGELES (UP!) -

The
cancer in John Wayne's stomach
had already spread ·to his gastric
lymph nodes before last week's
surgery and there is now "a
probability" that it will spread
further, doctors disclosed Wednesday.
While the growth was not
discovered during the nine-hour
operation at UCLA medical center
friday, a hospital spokesman said,
a pathological examination of'
tissue taken during the surgery
detected the cancer.ous tissue.
Michael Wayne, one of the oscar·

winning actor's three sons, joined
hospital officials at a news briefing
and said his father was not unprepared for the discovery.
Asked about the 71-year-old
actor's will to live, Michael replied:
"He hasn't really considered· the
altern11tive,"
•..
Asked how he 11nd other
members of Wayne's family felt
about the discovery, Michael
added:
"He's been down that road
before. We're hopeful."
Bernard Strohm, associate
hospital administrator, said

Wayne's
recuperation
was
"satisfactory" in other respects and
that he was making "good
progress'' in his post-operativ~
recovery,
"lie is sitting. np several times a
day 11nd his attitude. is strong and
optimistic," he said.
Strohm said doctors have not yet·
learned whether the lymph cancer
had spread to other organs in
Wayne's body before or after
remo.val of his c11ncerous stomach.
He said they also do not yet know .if
further surgery would be necessary
or helpful.

World News
Send a Subscription!
~10 for a full year
(including the summer session)

~5

for one semester

You co.n hove the
New mexico Do.il_y lobo
moiled to o.n_y US address for these ro.tes.
To plo.ce your ordel by mo.! I send
it to UNffi Box 20. Albuque1que.
New mexico 87131. Or you mo._y come
to our business office In marron
Ho.ll room 131, that's at the corner of Redondo and Yale NE.
behind the Journalism building.

Strohm said the new finding
''will not alter the original plan for
Mr. Wayne's further care and
treatment," but admitted that it
seriously alters the actor's hopes for
a full recovery. ·
He said the report means there is
"a probability that it (the cancer)
will spread."

Asked if he could say anything to
reassure Wayne's friends and faits
that the actor could someday
resume a normal life, he replied:
"I wish 1could.
"Cancer is the type of disease
that just doesn't give that option."
Wayne entered the hospital last
week for surgery to remove his gall
bladder, an operation expected to
take less than two hours. During
the surgery Friday, however,
doctors found that his stomach was
cancerous and removed it,
fashioning .a smaller stomach from
intestinal tissue.

The initial reports of his recovery
were optimistic, with doctors saying
Saturday he was recovering
"remarkably well."
At the same time, officials
cautioned that the biggest concern
was not whether the rugged actor
would rebound from surger.y or
adjust to getting along without a
stomach, but· whether the cancer
had spread to other organs.
The pathological tests · showed·
that it had reached at least the
lymph nodes, as i~ does in an
estimated 70 percent of such cases,
suggesting th11t it may also have
spread to other or11;ans.
A recent study, done at the
Sloan-Kettering Memorial Institute
in New York, indicated tht 47
percent of patients with stomach
cancer live five years or longer after·
surgery if there was no lymph node
involvement. If the cancer cells had
spread; however, the five-year
.survival ~ate drops to 15 percent.

Bucfget, shah·and Abzug
subjects of conference
WASHINGTON (UPI)
President Carter said Wednesday
he expects Iran to remain a close
and "stable" U.S. ally once it sorts
out its future, and warned other
nations --:: obviously the Sovietsnot to try exploiting its weakness in
the meantime.
Carter also appealed to both
Iran's pro-shah military and the
exiled leader of its Moslem revolt,
Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini, to
give the newly formed government
a chance to succeed without fear of
overthrow.
He noted the shah maintains he
has left his embattled nation "for a
vacation," Skirting the issue of
whether that departure in fact
end in permanent exile ~ perhaps
in the United States - by saying,
"how long he'll be out of Iran we
have no way of determining."
In his first news conference of the
new year, the President also announced he has exceeded his goal of
trimming the 1980 federal budget
deficit to $30 billion - administration sources said it would
be $29 billion and will
nonetheless increase overall
spending on social programs for the
needy,
"The total allocation of funds
for the poor ... has been increased
by about 4 \ti billion," he said of
the anti-inflation austerity budget
he will submit to congress next
week.
.
Fears Carter would slash social
spending while increasing military
funds have provoked angry
reaction among liberal Democrats.
In the wide-ranging 30-minute
conference, Carter also:
~said he fired Bella Abzug as co.chairwoman of his National

Advisory C:ommittte on Women Peking's objection, and said Peking
becaus~ she had done a poor job of agreed not to contradict a unilateral
leading that panel. "It didn't work U.S. statement that China should
out well," he said of Abzug's . be reunited by peaceful means.
stewardship, which he terminated
~said "l have no apology to
last Friday. He said he plans to ntake" for inviting Richard Nixon
work closely with the panel under to attend the White House state
new leadership even though most of dinner honoring China's Vice
its members quit in protest.
Premier Teng Hsiao-Ping Jan. 29.
-insisted he struck the best. "I felt it was a fair thing and •a
possible bargain in Taiwan's in- proper thing" to invite both Nixon
terests in establishing full relations and Gerald Ford in light of their
with Communist China. He noted pioneering work in "opening the
the United States will continue to avenue" to establishment o£
sell Taiwan defensive arms despite normal U.S.-China relations.

Sh:ah breaks
seclusion

will

ASW AN, Egypt (UP1) - Shah
Mohammed Reza Pahlavi briefly
emerged from his seclusion at an
Aswan hotel Wednesday to go
cruising on the Nile with his host,
Egyptian President Anwar Sadat.
The Shah, who fled Iran into
possible permanent exile in the
United States Tuesday after a year
of yiolent demonstrations against
his rule, also received an official
invitation from King Hassan to visit
Morocco.
The invitation was contained in a
message which the Moroccan
ambassador to Egypt, Abdel Latif
Laraki, delivered to the shah at a
meeting at the Oberoi Hotel
Wednesday morning. It invited the
Shah, who arrived in this winter
resort city Tuesday, to stop in
Morocco on his way to the United
States.
It was not known immediately

whether the shah accepted the
invitation. Laraki \l[ent back to
Cairo after delivering the message.
A virtual news blackout was
clamped on the shah's activities,
but the semi-official Egyptian
newspaper AI Abram said he would
meet Thursday with former
President Gerald R. Ford who is on
a private Middle East tour.
Diplomatic sourcef said a
trilateral meeting involving Ford,
the shah and Sadat was possible.
Ford, who arrived in Cairo
Wednesd11y to begin his two-week
Middle East swing, will fly to
Aswan Thursday and stay at the
same hotel as the Egyptian and
Iranian leaders.
Reporters were denied access to
the ho.tel, but sources said Sadat
and the shah resumed Tuesday
morning the "informal, heart-toheart" talks they began late
Monday.

red liouse

By CHRIS MILLER
such 8.S sll:iing, and self defense.
"Tarot," "Yoga," "Dream
"The 'free' in our name refers to
Workshop," and ''Vegetarian the basic free university principle;
Cooking" are just a few of the anyone is free to teach a course and
more than 130 courses scheduled to anyone is free to take one,'' Charles
be taught . at the Albuquerque Willow, director of the University
·
Freedom University. which will said.
open its doors for the first time
Willow said the University is
Feb. 5.
·
based on the same principle of
Most of the courses offered by about 200 other free universities
the university will be in the subjects around the country. "The first
of art; dance, music, languages, university such as tl!is began . at
spiritual life, contemporary Berkeley University during the late
religious thought; cooking and '60s with the coming of the Free ·
nutrition and "physical" courses Speech Movement,'' he said.
Willow said the free .university
idea has gradually changed during
the last 10 years. "We are now
geared much more towards adult
ed1.1cation classes," he said.
The University is completely
independent, although it is chartered at UNM unaer Students for a
1\ttN
Free University, a support group·
for the school, Willow saod.
Willow .said teachers for the

Jte«t
lhis

The Intramural program is
sponsoring a welcome back Gym.
Jam Disco Dance on January 19th
. for all students, faculty and staff.
The Gym Jam will be from 8.:00 to
11:00 in Johnson Gym. The dance
is free to all UNM students, faculty
and staff with one guest admitted
per !.D. card.

The U.N.M. Karate Oub is
having a "Self Defense for
Women,"' lecture and demonstration tomorrow at 7 p.m. in
Room 176 in Johnson Gym.

A Tennis Team meeting will be
held tomorrow at 3:30 p.m. in
Carlisle Gym.

The Wagon Wheels Square
Dance Club meets every Thursday,
7 to 9 p.m. in the SUB Ballroom.

A dance will be held tonight in
Subway Station after Lobo ga.me.

Free films of famous boxing
matches will be shown in the games
area in the SUB basement 10:30 to
3:00 today and tomorrow.

The PIRG Landlord-Tenant
Hotline is open Monday, Wednesday and Friday front· 9:00 to
12:00 in the morning and on
Tuesday and Thursday from I to 4
in the afternoon until the end of
· January. The telephone number is
277-2757.
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POPEJOY .HALL

-NEW YORIC TIMU

Tue. ,& Wed~. Jan. 23, 24 at 8:15 P.'M.
Reserved Seats: $10.50, $8.!;0 atPOP~JOY BOX OFFICE; .

sua Box Office; SEARS,. Coronado. center; LAFAYETTE

i,
·~

,.

'

RADIO, Sierra Vlsta Plaza and Falf Plaza; GENERAL
STORE. OR mall Check payable to GREASE c/o Popejoy
Hall, U ol N.M, Albuquerque, N.M...87131, Enclose stamj)ed
addressed envelo_pe. info: 277-3121

·While They L;:t~t

Available at the·
Games Area Counter
·in the SliD Basement
A Service of'
Stttden.t·Activities and
. lJNM Uilion Activities

$1.00 UNM Student Discount

.,

Norlh of Menaul at
2813 San M•tro NE

.
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Tbe New Ait•xla! Dally Lobo hi puhhr.hed
-Mondll)' thtc'1tt~h Fdday lh-try tc~ulur u·et!k •
ol -Ull! University ~ar)md V.'et!k1y during the
Summer seSsfun by th~ Board of Studcnl
PtiblicMtlons-of the Uni\rersUy·olNi!w Mcxfc.;1
ond .Is not' llnanclolly IISSOCialoo with UNM.
Se~nd class p.:;M:agc lJill4 at Alhucltlerqlie,
N.W Melllco 87131, Sul>ic:rlpUnn talc Is
lJO.OO lor the ~<ademlo year.
. The opinion• cxpr""oo on the .edltopa!
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aulhnr "~ely, Und~ned opinion lslhli olthec
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i'epft$t:hl!i the \iC\\'5 o£ llle tf lii\'et~lt)' or Na\11 o
Mexlro.
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Freedom Universizy director Charles Willow.

HEWLETT·PACKARD
INTRODUCES
PROFESSIONAL SCIENTIFIC CALCULATORS
FORASI UDENT'S BUDGET.
THE PRICE OF EXCELLENCE
NOW STARTS .AT $60.*
Now you can get the same quality, durability and
many of the features found in Hewlt:tt-Packard's
professional calculators -at a price you can afford.
Introducing Series E for science.
DESIGNED FOR STUDENTS.
El:'sy•to·read displays. Larger, brigllter LED display
With commas to separate tho.usands, easier on the
eyes during those long hours of study.
Built•in diagnostic systems:
1E:S~You'll now be working on
Iii!
many new challenging
__...,.•..._, problems-that's why
~~~ Series E has diagnosthat
f7q\~~a~~~~tictellsystems
vou:

I) when vou've

performed an incorrect operation; 2) why it was incorrect; 3) if the calculator isn't working properly.
Accuracy. Improved algorithms give you confidence
that your answers are more precise and complete.
FROM BASIC SCIENCE
TO ADVANCED PROGRAMMABLE.
The HP·31E-Scientiflc. $60. Trigonometric, exponential and math functions. Metric conversion. Fixed
and scientific display modes. Full 10-digit display.
4 separate user memories.
The HP·32E-Advanced Scientific with Statistics. $80.
All HP-3\E functions plus hyperbolics and compre·
hensive statistics. More math and metric capabilities.
Decimal degree conversions. ENG, SCI and FIX
display mode.s. 15 user memories,
.The HP·33E~Programmable Scientific. $100. Scientific ..
rrtath and statistics with programmability. Editing, con·
trot and conditional keys. 49 lines of fully merged key
codes. 8. user memories.
HEWLETI'·PACKARD IS WITHOUT EQUAL.
All Series E calculators use RPN logic exclusively.
If you've never tried it, you're in for. a big
surprise. It lets you solve, problems
the way you naturally do in
your mind. Straightforward.
LogicaL No worrying
.
about complicated
hierarchies or paren'theses.
RPN is the shortest possible
distance between the question and the answer.
SEE FOR YOURSELF.
To help you select the
calculator that's right for
you, we've prepared a
booklet entitled, "The
Student's Choice ... the
Logical Choice:·

Pick up a copy at Holman's,
when you stop by to see Series E.
Be sure to see our other professional
· calculators: the advanced programmable
HP-29C and HP-19C with prillter; and
the HP-67 mag-card programmaole.
Bui do it soon. AHewlett-Packard
professional calculator priced fota
student's budget Is somethin1 you
can't afford to pus up.

.,

Work·Study poslfloas are
. available at the Afro-American
Studies, caii277-S644. ·

No. 79

Vol. 83

courses have already been recruited
from the community.
"Among the teacher~ are five or
si;>~: professors from UNM and tWO
professors from the University of
Albuquerque," Willow said. "A
few students from UNM will also
be teachin~ courses as well as an 8.year-old boy who will teach guitar
for children,"
Teachers are already being
sought to teach courses for the nel(t
semester, Wi116w said.
·
"We have volunteer and tuition
teachers,'' Willow said. "Volunteer
teachers are paid $4 for every class
they teach whereas tuition teachers.
are paid an additional $1.25 per
student every class."
Registration at the University will
continue through Jan . 27 at 105 \ti
Dartmouth SE. Registration fee is
$4 per class. Persons over the age of
60 and persons under 17 will receive
a $2.00 deduction on all course
fees, Willow said.

..

'{:('{:('it

SUPER BOWL PIZZA
PARTY will be held this Sunday at
United Ministries Center. Kick Off
at 2 p.m.
A

Natlve·Amerlcan Studle!l and the
Kiva,Ciub will sponsor a reception
for new and returning students at
3:00 today at the American Studies
Ccn!er .

Eapneerbls• DnftiiiJ Supplies, 'l'echnlealllookl• Ma.,.

401 Wyoming NE • 265-7981
Open Mon.-Fri., 8-5:30; Sat. 8:30-4:30 .
• Aile about our student discount

.
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\
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Alpaca

mittens
Editorial

warm
han·ds

First week hassles·
create bodily pains
By JOHN CHADWICK
Th!l first week of school is always fun, if one happens to be a
masochist.
Mass confusion abounds on campus as some 20,000-plus students,
some even more confused than I, try to learn the University in one day
or less.
I should be used to the confpsion by now, being at that stage in life
where "professional student" would be an appropriate description of
me.
However, this is not the case. My noon class started out in building
0060, wherever that is, but the class got moved. Unfortunately,
someone forgot to Inform half the class about the change of locale.
In the course of my trying to find the new meeting place, I found a
part of campus I didn't even know existed.
And then the lines. The freshman behind me in the bookstore was
crushed to death.
Waiting for financi;ll aid isn't too bad, if you camp out in Scholes Hall
the night before the dispersement date. .
Of course, the first-timers don't help my confused head. They have
absolutely no conception about the direction of up, let alone where the
next building over is.
First week assignments can also create pains in several areas ohhe
body. After the first three days I am now only seven chapters in the hole
in two classes. Perhaps I could train myself not to sleep.
By the !lnd of the semster, I may be in one piece, as will most of the
other students. But for now, the fun is just beginning.

Rights spelled out
This is an open letter to all students and student organizations on
campus informing them of their judicial rights.
Section 2.-Student Rights
A. No student shall be denied full and equal rights in the University
for reasons of race, nationality, SlilX, religion, or political belief.
B. No student shall be denied the right of freedom of speech, press,
and all other expressions of ideas.
C. No student shall be denied the right of orderly assembly on the
campus.
.
D. No student or student organizations shall be denied the right to
contest before the student court the constitutionality of legislation,
ruling or decisons of ASUNM or any chartered student organization
that would affect students.
. 1. All students shall be considered innocent of any infraction of
ASUNM laws until proven guilty in a hearing of the appropriatlil Judicial
'body, except for provisions made in Article Ill, Section 7, subparagraph
G of this constitution and shall not suffer direct :>r indirect penalities for
said infraction until guilt has been established.
2. No student shall be compelled to witness against himself /herself
and shall be properly informed of the nature and the cause of the accusation, and shall have a fair and impartial hearing by the appropriate
judicial body in which he! she will be confronted by the witnesses
against him/her, and may utilize the assistance of counsel in any part of
the proceedings.
E. No student shall be denied the right to vote in accordance with
normal procedures established by ASUNM.
F. No student shall be denied the right of access to all ASUNM
records.
G. rhe student body shall be guaranteed the right of student
representation on University committees dealing with the formulation
of policies affecting students.
Further information on your rights are available to you in the campus
Pathfinder and the ASUNM Constitution.
Leonard E'. Garcia
ASUNM Vice-President
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Herbert Lee, a BUS senior,·
examines one of the many
styles of handmade a}paca
hats and mittens· sold by Bill
Schuerholz on the mall.
From Bolivia, the items are
naturally colored and unbleached.

DOONESBURY

Letters

A specialist on the philosophy of
death will speak at the UNM
philosophy club meeting on Friday,
Jan. 19.
·
Dr. John E. Winter, from
Millerville Stale College in Pennsylvania, will talk on. "The
Refusal to Deal with Death."
Winter was previously a guest
professor at the University of
Vienna,· where he lectured on the
American view of death.
Winter's talk will begin at 3:30
p.m. in the philosophy department
library on the lifth floor of the
UNM Humanities Building. The
program is free of charge and
. interested persons are invited to
, ,.at,tend,.
• ..
...
.•

Feedback
welcome
.
.
·i:
·,

Winter will
cover death

.. ' i

Editor's Nate: Thislette'Ns'imeg~f/ltf} S.J. Lander'slettEirafJan. 16
involving a ·parking citation isplleil!d,'hl!!f'while temporarily parked near
the UNM Children's Co-op.
Editor:
"
Often it is very difficult to address a given problem when the problem
has been presented to the public in a unilateral manner emphasizing
alleged facts instead of proven. facts. It is my professional view that the
unilateral mode does not solve problems but only contributes to
resentment and misunderstanding. It is• very important for each and
everyone of us when we are' charged by a police officer or parking
officer for an alleged wrongdoing to voice our complaint of our protests
in a court of law. The judge, hopefully, will be able to make a fair and
reasonable determination of the case by hearing both sides of the event
with the principals expressing their eyewitness accounts of said events.
A judge upon hearing the facts will also be deciding whether or not the
actions of the officer were within his or her scope of responsibility. Of
critical importance to the judge will be the determination of appropriate
behavior on the part of the officer as a human being-was the .officer
rude, etc.

.fiiii!EII PHOTO
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We rent cross·country ski
equipment. so you can try'it
out before you buy. We also
~>Her lessons and tours. Our
nmtal rates are reawnable.
S<> come on over for son'll!

fun.

Mountains
&

Rivers
268·4876
2320 Central S.E. Mon-Fri :)0·6 Sat:9·5 )
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I welcome feedback from those judges concerning my officers.
Certainly, if theii' behavior or attitudinal presentation was improper, I
will take whatever corrective or punitive action is necessary to correct
the officer. On the other hand, if I feel that officer is correct in his or her
official duty, I will give tliat officer my complete support. •
Again, answering your letter is not intended to discuss merits of that
ticket or any other ticket that you have received. It is simply intended to
encourage you and every other citizen to use your legal rights to a
speedy and fair hearing in a court of law.
Berry Cox, Director
UNM Campus Police

*******

Edited version.
misled public

YES, SIR. 8IJT A5
YOURUNCJe USIJAL,/AHN7HEE
SENT THEE /t1AJ5HA/5 7llRNEO
fJAMN FeiJ5 UP, YO/JACTEIJ UKE
A~Mt? 'AJIJ'ONevER.f.VeN ·
HtMDCF7HEU.5.
C/?JMINAL COIJE!
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Pioneer CT-F4242 ·
front loading dol by
cassette deck

Editor;
On Jan. 8, 1979, you printed an article in the LOB.O on recidivist
victims of sexual assault written by one of the staff members from the
UI\IM Medical Center _Public Information Office.
It was ,noted by' my office, the Albuquerque Rape Crisis Center and
Dr. Pete Divasto, departments of psychiatry and family, community
and emergency medicine, that an importa'nt piece of information
concerning the .characteristics of a. recidivist victim had been edited
/ from the story. Therefore, we would like to say that nc)t all recidivist
victims ate .from the high-risk· population as impliad by your edited
version .ofthe story.
.
Dr. l:>ivasto stated, "not all recidivist victims are from this high-risk
population; s'ome women just have bad luck."
We respect your right to edit copy at your own discretion; however,
we feel the public should not be confused or mislead on this important
· ..
·
Point.
Margie Taylor
' Director, Public Information
·uNMMedicat Center

by Garry Trudeau

. Pioneer PL530
direct- drive fully automatic
turntable NAV $250

"'

$159

Pioneer SX 680
AM/FM Stereo
Receiver With
30 watts
per channel

$99
;'~
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Technics SU 7100
integrated amplifier
· 35 watts Afv'IS

5005 Menaui.Bivd.

262·0858

Sansui G-3500
26 watts per channel stereo
receiver w/no more than
0.1%1 THO NAV S270
CUSTOM HI Fi wiil beat any adV6rtosod

price__ from ·any . st.ereo . de1Jer .in the
UNITED STATES, CANADA. or MEic,ICO on
new f•ctory s.ealed. turrent modeletetao

equipment r•gular!y stoc~od bv CUSTOM
HI Fl. T11Udvol11semonlthalyou bilng lo
CUSTOM HI fj must be dated within 30
daYs Of_preaentation, T'he policy does not
apply to stereo dealers. their ·empfoyeei

or ~heir
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... Bilingual ed. program
Instruction in the program to train bilingual
tel\chers in Spanisl], Pueblo and Navajo languages is
carried out at UNM and three on-site training sites.
Twenty students receive instruction on campus; 25
students in Gallup, N.M. in the Navajo field-based
master's degree program; 33 Navajo st!)dents are at
the Rough Rock School in Rough Roclc, Arizona; and
several students are currently enrolled at the Jicarilla
Apache field-based program.
Twenty-eight students are . studying under the
fellowship program at UNM. Fifteen of these students
arc scheduled to graduate this year, opening 15 new
slots in the program next fall. Applications for these
positions are l:>eing accepted through Jan. 31 at the
Office of Graduate Studies.

<40IIOUodlrqmpago1

Each student's tuition and fees and $100 for books
each semester are paid for by the grant.
"We do not think these students would be al:>lc to go
to school unless they had the financial ~;~ssistance
provided by these grants," Dr. Cordova said. "The
program has been very successful in terms of every
student that graduates from the program has five or
six job offers."
The two programs come under the Bilingual
Education Act of )969, later amended in 1974. The
Congressional Act was established ''to provide ·
financial assistance to local educational agencies to
develop and carry out ... programs designed to meet
the needs of children of limited English-speaking
al:>iUty,"
·

Aid cut imminent

HEW's 1980 student aid request
has been slashed by the Office of
Management and Budget, reported
a Washington, D.C. publication.
The Higher Education Daily in
it's Dec. 5, 1978, issue states the

Educational Opportunity Grants
cut from the present $340 million to
$270 million.
. The publication also reported the
OMB proposed a $25 million cut in
aid to programs for the disadvantaged.

OMB has proposed Basic
Educational Opportunity Grants be
reduced to $1 .6 billion from the
present $2.6 billion level, National
Direct Student .Loans be virturally
eliminated and Supplemental
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ARE YOU
COMING
UP SHORT AT
THE END OF
THE MONTH?

department, D~teven srud.
.
DeSteven
sa1d members
there are now
18
active
student
in the
program who do the bulk of the
traveling to compete in tour·
naments. The program is open to
any student who wishes to join.
Debating activities are divided
into two categories-topic debate

conti11Ued from page 1

and off-topic debate.
.
topic ~ebate places ~mphas1s · on
· In topic debate, DeSteven satd, a . pers.uasiOn and. techmque. wher~as
subject which calls for action is top1c debate . emphasizes magreed upon by all universities in formation.
,
the nation involved in debate. He
UNM ranks seventeenth in the
said topic debate takes a great deal nation in off-topic debate.
of time and energy.
Forensic program participants
"My debators carry evidence are also involved in individual
with them on about 8,000 to 10,000 events
which
include exindex cards or eight to ten temporaneous
speaking,
notebooks with briefs on specific or a tory I pe rs uasi on,
extopics. Topic debate requires an pository/informative
speaking,
enormous amount of time,." he after dinner speaking, impromptu
said.
speaking, rhetorical criticism, prose
Off-topic debate evaluates the interpretation,
poetry
in"goodness or badness" of a terpretation, . dramatic
insubject, DeSteven said. He said off- terpretation and dramatic duo.

Mex1Can economy fed
by undocumented aliens
Any sliarp reduction in illegal
immigration by Mexican nationals
to the U.S. could damage the
economic and political stability of
the Mexican state, a University of
New Mexico professor said.
Dr. Gilbert Merkx, a UNM
sociology professor, said there are
at least three directly favorable
consequences of Mexican participation in the U.S. labor market
for Mexico.

There's one thing that's probably common to all college students.
They hove to watch their finances. Here's news about some help you
may be able fa get.
Air Force ROTC has four, three ond two-year scholarships that pro·
vide you 5100 o month and cover oil tuition, books and lob fees. As on
AFROTC cadet, you'll enter an exciting program of Air Force lnstrucliqn
that prepares you for one of the most gratifying management jobs
ovolloble today.
Then, os a commissioned officer in the Air Force, you'll find responsibility and challenge from your very first assignment ••• you'll find thai
people respect you for who! you do best.
Consider the Air Force as one of your goals, and consider the
AFROTC program as a rood to tho! goal. If you need financial help to
free your mind for your studies, find out oboUI AFROTC scholarships Ia·
day.
CONTACT:

The Department of Aerospace Studies

''The first is simply that of preventing an even more massive
improving Mexico's chronically flow of population to urban areas
unfavorable balance of payments in Mexico and. the U.S.
with the U.S.," Merkx said. "Even
"The studies of the anif the sums of money returned to thropologist Ina Dinerman in
Mexico by undocumented im- Michoacan, for example, indicate
migrants are low on an individual that the survival of indigenous
basis, the cumulative effect is Indian communities is dependent
significant.'' .
on inputs of capital from earnings
Researchers estimate that $1.5 , abroad to surmount periods of
billion to $3 billion a year is extended-family crisis," Merkx
returned to Mexico by un- said.

"Neither Mexico nor the U.S. is in a particularly strong position to implement major structural changes. The two states depend upon one
another. The survival of the Mexican state in its present form, should that
become a question. is far more important to the American government than
any other binational issues involving Mexico."
.·

1901 Loo Lomos N.E.
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HOTC

Welcome Youtself Back
at the·

GRADUATE
STUDE~T

ASSOCIATION

PARTY
Jan. 21st at
HELLO HELLO
4310 Centtal SE
8•gtntllng cu 4 pin
Bring CUttent ID
Ccud and Guest

A wel.come-hack disco dance, ''Gym Jam,'' sponsored by the UNM
Intramural Department, will be held this Fridayfrom 8to 11 p.m. in
Johnson Gym. Music for the dance will be provided by "Jo,Jo," the
KRKE radio station's disco unit. The station will also provide a light
show.
Included at the dance will be a dance contest with prizes for couples
taking first, second and third places. First prize will be $25 tote bags.
Intramural T-shirts will be given to couples coming in second and
third place.
The dance is free to UNM students, faculty and staff with a valid ID
and $1 will be charged for guests.
Concessions and free popcorn will be available.
"We would like to see as many students as possible come to the
dance," Terry Linton of the Intramural Department said. "We have
never had a dance like this before and it if is successful we hope to
have a welcome-back dance every semeoter.''

. . . Forensics changes·

He said the forensics program
has been in existence at UNM for
about 35 or 40 years, It once
operated out of the English
department, but was speech
communicatjons was s~vered from
: the English department and became
Jt· autonomous, the program 0 perated
under the newly-establis~ed speech

*
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Students to boogie
at ~Gym Jam' disco
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aocumented workers, Merkx said.
He said maintenance of the rural
"Whatever the actual size of status qu9 has been a key factor
income transfers to Mexico," he aUowing the Mexican state to focus
said, "they are significant
its limited resources on developprobably outranking tourism and ment of Mexico's modern sectors.
contraband as sources of foreign The consequences of rural
exchange for Mexico. While the destabilization would be extremely
sum may not be important for the threatening to the Mexican system,
U.S. balance of payments situation ·he:;aid.
.
it is probably a key factor i~
The political outcome of the
maintaining the financial stability domestic debate · over · unOf the Mexican economy."
documented Mexican workers in th
A second consequence, Merkx u.s; will depend ultimately on the
said,, is that the flow of migrants to interest and involvement in the
MeJOcan urban centers is greatly issue of the va~t American middle
reduced by illegal immigration to class, Merkx said.
·
theU.s.
·
"The middle class is not as yet
"The rate of urbanization of particularly invovled in the imMexico City, Guadalajara and migration debate;'' he said.
Monterrey is perhaps the highest of "Ultimately, however, ifthe.debate
comparable cities in the world," he escalates, the political outcome will
said, "severely straining the depend in large measure on the
capacity of urban infrastructures. struggle over middle class sen- ·
The prospect of the sharp Increase timent. It is difficult to arrive af any
of interli_al migration to Mexican clear prediction as to the. out•
cities which would result from a come."
loss of access to U.S. l;ibor market
In the meantime, the American
would be grfm · indeed for the middle class . is receivillg some
Mexicatl government to confront."
indirect benefits llS the result of
A third and related consequence, illegal inunigrants ~ntering the U,S.
Mel'kx said, is that income transfers work force, Merkle said,
may be a
from work .in the
''The rate onrination is probably
critical factor in sustaining reduced by the presence of a large,
traditional and marginalized social cheap labor supply," he' added.
structures of rural ·Mexico that
would otherwise collapse. thus
•ontlnuod •n pogd ·

u.s.

Professor studies NES
...

A unique data-gathering system collecting vote totals for the office candidates likely to win.
that • has improved the efficiency of president, including presidential
"Reporting vote total;; for minor
and accuracy of election night vote primaries, and it collects totals for party ca,ndidates hampers the speed
reporting for. the nationlll news U.S, senate, U.S. represent~!ive of thecmtirereporting process," he
medill also has some influence on and gul:>ernatorial races, Hain said. said. "Still, the decision to exclude
the results of elections, according to But each member organization a candidate or party from coverage
a UNM professor.
retains the right to hl\VC its own is important and it is reasonable to
Political science Professor Paul sa!Jiple precinct organization for · inquire who is .likely to receive NES
Hian, in an arti.cle he co-authored use in making early projections of coverage of a · bid for the
for the Journal of Communication winners in impo_rtant contests, he presidency."
with Southern Methodist University added.
.
In presidentialllrimary elections,
Professor James Brown, .. said the
Before NES was established, NES reports votes cast for all the
News Election Service determines newspapers an.d radio stations contel)ders in each major party
who are the serious candidates and relied mostly on AP and UPI' ,for · primary· and. for minor party
who are not. The service also returns. In the 1950s television candidates if they are newsworthy
willnetwork~ began to compete . or might affect
determines
which minor parties-.
-.,_. .....
,_
.. ' the outcome of an
·

-

-

..

-

'

candidates who appear on the
!:>allots of only a few·states' or who,
in the opinion of NES, will not have
a significant impact on the outcome
of the election.
Minor party candidates who do
not receive coverage from NES do
receive coverage from in-state
pools, Rain said. Uut the overall
result is toat · minor candidates
receive only limited exposure from
the national and state media.
Restrictions which NES has
placed on the coverage of minor

candidates are logical from the
perspective of NES and its board of
managers, he added.
''Yet the decision to report a
given candidacy on election night
does have important consequences
for the future of the candidate or
the party and the U.S. political
system," Hain said. "The NES
reporting system is, in its own way,
one more important factor among
many which bias the 'American
political system in favor of the
established contenders."

-~

''

. "ln. the general election the choice is less clear," Hain said. "Cert~inly the
Democratic and Republican presidential nominees Will have their vote
totals reported in every state. It also appears that NES ·wm tabulate vote
totals for presidential candidates who get on the 'ballor in many states and
are considered to have a strong chance to at least affect which major party
will win in sq_l:ll_e s~~tes."
. .
..
receive the benefits of national vigorously for larger election night
audiences and committed large
election night coverage.·
NES was established in July 1974 sums of money and personnel to the
when the three commercial task of providing fast totals.
"In their -·eoverage of the 1964
television networks along with
New
Hampshire presidential
United Press International and
As~ociated Press pooled their primary, for example, each netresources and personnel to provide work had its. own telephone in· a single, accurate set of national stalled for the· sole use of its
reporter at many of the 30Q- polling
·
vote totals.
Hain is the New Mexico manager places," Hain said. "The com~_
of NES. He is .assisted by two other petition continued through the 1964

election.
"In the general election the
choice is less clear," Hain said.
"Certainly the Democratic and . ·
Republican presidential nominees
will have their vote totals reported
in every state. It also appears that
NES will tabulate vote totals for
presidential candidates who get on
the ballot in many states and are
· considered to have a strong chance
to at least affeC! whic~ major party

1979 ~alendar

SALE
1Jp to 20% OFF all
CALENDARS·I•OST~RS- PRINTS

"In their coverage of the 1964 New Hampshire presld.ential primary, for
example, each network had its own telephone installed for the sole use of
its reporter at many of the 300 poling places," Hain said; "The competition
continued through the 1964 primaries, ending in California, where at various
times during the evening, the different networks were reporting widely
~ivergent partial v.ote totals.''
UNM faculty members, journalism
. Professors Tony HiUerman and Jim
Crow. ,
_ .
., .
State managers of NES are
responsible for organizing a team
that will provide quick and reliable
data as soon as the polls close, Hian
said. The state manager also
recruits people to serve as reporters
for every county courthouse and
most precincts in each state ·on
election night.
"Of approximately 178,000
precincts in the U.S., NES assigns
precinct reporters to about
120,000,'' Hain said. "Of those
precincts assigned, some two-thirds
will be reported."
The NES computer system,
which includes a separately
programmed back-up computer,
immediately processes large
numbers of reports from each state
on election night.
However; the system did have
trouble on .election night in 1978
when a tlaw in a new program for
the computers caused the system to
work erratically during the early
evening hours.
State NES workers and state
pools, which normally report only
on local races, had to. do most of
the work by hand until the NES
computers were operational again.
"The New Mexico AP-UPI pool
produced most of the data for New
Mexico for several hours during
election night in 1978 when the NES
computerfailed," Hain said. •
NES has the responsibility for

thru Wed., Jan. 24th

266•.2333
primaries, ending in California, will win in some state/.
where at var.ious times during the
He said NES will not taBulate
flOURS: 1110n..-f=~i. 9-5, 53.TuROay 11-5
evening, the different networlts and report votes cast for 11\inor
were reporting widely divergent party or independent presidential
partial vote totals."
In light of .their primary election
experience, he said, the networks
and wire services decided to
MEN'S, LADiES, BOY'S
establish NES to have a single
iNCLUDiNG:
source for reporting ,accurate
returns.
DOWNS,
"Operational procedures and
decisi.ons· on which races and
DOWN LOOKS,
candidates in each state will be
covered are determined by the
&NYLONS
board of managers of NES," Hain
said. "hi a real sense, the NES
OUR
choice determines who are the
•
TOTAL INVENTORY
'serious' candidates and who are
not; it also determines which minor
parties will receiv.e the benefits of
national election night coverage."
· But Hain said there are several
reasons why NES restrictS the
HANG TEN
number of candidates on which it
MEN'S HiGH TUBE SOCkS
reports.
"Computer capacity limits the
number of contestants who can be
.bmv t •••w
accommodated in each race," be
said. "In some states, the ease of
IIG.
PAiR
- . Nii:E l i T - · Usr m 1Co.ao
getting on the ballot as a candidate
•
•
for president or senator would
BOTTOMS UP SKI TUNING
sometimes require NES to deal with
up to a dozen presidential can•
ALBUQUERQUE'S ONLY 72 HOUR SKi TUNE·UP•. iNcLUDES FiLiNG, WAXiNG
didates if it were not selective."
·AND MINDA BASE REPAiR.' JUST S10.DD•PER PAiR. BOTTOMS UP Sl<i
An increase in the number of
.
.
.
vote totals reported also increaes
TUNING
•••
AT
ALL
4
ALBUGUERGUE
LOCATIONS.
..
the likelihood of errors, especially
errors of transposition, he said, and
decreases the chance of accurate
__....,_
reporting of the votes received
by
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ColOrado State Rams Invade Pit Tonight

Marvin trial
testimony given
LOS ANGELES (UPI)- Michele Marvin testified Wednesday that she
became pregnant three times during the six years that she lived with actor
Lee Marvin and that she had abortions which left her unable to bear
ch.ildren for the remainder of her life.
The 46-ycar-old actress who is suing Marvil] for$ I million for breach of
contract in their companionship from 1964 to 1970 said she wanted to have
a child but that Marvin did not.
The for mer singer and dancer said Marvin told her he wanted her to have
an abortion and that she did so.
She said she first became pregnant in l965,
"Lee was very sweet," she said,
"He said he knew a doctor who could give me some shots and if it
worked out that would be wonderful."
She said the shots worked and her pregnancy ended.
In 1967, she said, she became pregnant again and Marvin persuaded her
to have an abortion,
"As a result of that abortion, do you understand that you're not able to
bear children?" asked attorney Marvin Mitchelson.
"Yes, I have scars and I can't bear children," Miss Marvin said,
blinking away tears in her eyes.
She didn't explain the circumstances of the thitd pregnancy.
She said their breakup began in 1970 when Marvin left their Malibu
beach house and she followed him to a motel in La Jolla, Calif.
"He told me that it was obvious his drinking was bugging me and
making me unhappy," she said.
"He said drinking was part of his life but that 1 was-always acting
nervous and uptight and just wasn't any fun any more and I couldn't get
off that subject."
·

Repqving
obscures
passage

The repaving of thf! area between Woodward Hall and the
Fine Arts Building required heavy equipment. Unfortunately
no provision was made for students to get around the
machinery.

continued from pogeB -----~--------------,....---------------~

"Since the population of illegal is a more effective foreign aid
immigrants is young and healthy, programthananyofficialattempts
B
requiring little in the way of · at foreign aid because it benefits a
~
education, .medical services or population in need without
~
·
.
. ··
·
• transfer payments, the taxes paid generating high overhead costs.
featuring
by that population probably far
"Our foreign aid programs have
Herb Teas • Ginseng • Soaps • Shampoos . .
f: exceed the social expenditures they been notoriously unsuccessful in
Toothpaste • Henna • Deodo(ants • Books
g~ require. The short-run' political reaching those most in need of
Incense • Herbal Cigarettes • Tiger Balm
costs of the immigrant now have development assistance," he said.
been minimal becaus~: the migrants "In the case of Mexican illegals,
Bath Salts • J~oba Oil • Cosmetic Clays
• themselves are for the most part delivery is not only effective, but
~
Alternative Cornmuni.ty Center
·
~ law-abiding and tractable."
the beneficiaries actually earn the
~
106 Girard SE No.lOl ·
· ~
Merkx also speculates the income aid while leaving the products of
B
·
255·8878
. ~ earned· iri the U.S. and sent to their labor behind. This achieves
~''Fine Highs~'! Buils"
.
. Mexico by undocumented workers the goal unrealized by most aid
411
~=t::!=::~==~:..:·=~=t::!=~=:..C'fi::.::..::~=~::~=~==~=~==
:..::"'"=~=~=:..::..:1f>:.:..::::·=~==------------'--- programs - that of
selfmaintaining, cost-free and mutually
beneficial transfer of resources to
lower income groups.
"Any sharp reduction in. the rate
of Mexican immigration to the U.S.
would suddenly intensify the
serious problems faced by the
Mexican state, make ·,it rely increasingly on the use of force, and

rc:.~~C:~>'~~C':I~~~~~~~]

The Herba } A pothecary
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capitalism that have traditionally
resisted unionization, such as
agribusiness, light manufacturing
and services," he said .."We know
that undocumented workers are
predominantly employed by such·
enterprises."
Undocumented. workers are an
ideal labor force (or these
traditionally non-union businesses,
Merkx said, because the immigrants
are "legally precarious and
politically powerless.
·
"There is already evidence that .
these business sectors will fight to
retain the use of immigrant labor," ·
he said, "and their dispersed
character givc;s them considerable
political clout."
The profile of undocumeoted
Mexican workers which emerges
from basic· research about them
indicates that the immigrants come
mostly from oRiy five Mexican
states, that they are "The best and

Foreign aid programs have been notoriously unsuccessful in reaching those most in need of
assistance. In the case of Mexican illegals, ·
delivery is not only effective, byt the beneficiaries
actually earn aid while leaving the products of
their labors behind."
increase its dependency on the
. Mexican military," he said. "Social
revolution may not be a likely
outcome, but a conservative
military regime is a distinct
possibility." ·
He said the usual consequence of
the imposition of a repressive
regime is a sharp upswing in
· emigration, which would result in
negative consequences for the U.S.
as well as Mexico.

"The studies of the anthropologist· Ina Dinerman in Michoacan indicate that the survival of indigenous Indian communities is dependent on inputs of capital from earnings abroad to surmount
periods of extended-family crisis.".

You can feel the difference our exclusive edge-beveling process
makes in contact lenses from TSO. They minimize adaptation time
for maximum possible comfort. And you can also get soft contacts at
TSO. Comfort you can feel. ;.quality you can see.

. "The possibility of such an
outcome has apparently not even
been considered ·by the Carter
administration," Merkx .said.
"This is surely one of the most
serious gaps in American thinking
on the binational aspects of illgal
immigration.''
Demographic projects for.
Mexico suggest an excess of labor.
will , continue inthe foresseable
future, Merkx said. Given that
surplus of labor, the currertr rate of
illegal immigration has .not affected
Mexican employers negatively.
But the .effect of undocumented
workers on American business is
much more complex, he said.
Major American corporations that
have come to terms with unionized
· labor do not seem to be directly
concerned or involved with· the
issue, Merkx added.
"The situation is far different
when one examines the more
marginal sector~ of American

The difference
between just wearing contacts
· anCI contact lenses
fromTSO

. ·

'PS·O

Prescription eyewearsince 1935 • Convenient credit availah1P

· 3 ALBUQUERQUE LOCATIONS
4300 Central Ave. S.E. • SUN.SQUARE • 4410 Central Ave. S.W.
268-2008

''

7210 Menaul Blvd.
. :Z93-8280

brightest" from their communities,
that they are young adults, good
-workers and that they avoid
trouble, Merkl\ said.
"We do not know how many
come, how many return for good or
how many stay," he said. "We do
not know how many eventually
have children in the U.S. and we
certainly do not know what those
second generation Americans of
Mexican descent will be like.

831-53:Z6

·

NOW IN SANTA FE
College Plaza ·- :ZOIO-A Cerrillos Rd.
982-3045

''The fear has been expressed,
however, that those ·children will
reject the wages and working
conditions that attracted their
parents and will become part.of an
expanded marginal underclass."
Serious academic research on
undocumented workers has laid to
rest many of the wilder ·~elaims
about the impact of undocumented
immigration, Merkx added.
"The . overall numbers involved
are nowhete near some- or the high
figures bandied about by General
L~onatd Chapman, former director
of
the
Immigration
and
Naturalization Service,•• Merkx
s~id •. "Available evidence, parhcularly from the San Diego
~county study, indicates that the
social service costs are far below the
tax benefits generated. There is
litU¢ .or no evidence that illegals
represent a seriouslaw enforcement
pro~le~1 excpct for the immigration
~C!,VIce ttsclt'."
.
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When the Colorado State Rams
The Rams will probably start two
invade Univer~ity Arena tonight, it · fre.shmen, six·foot guard Eddie
could answer a few questions.
Hug~es and 7-2 center Mark Jung,
Both teams ·don't. seem to be Juniors Rudy Watley, 6-8, and
quite' sure of how goocl or how bad
they are. Despite having played 15 Barry Young, 6-5, will hold down
games, the Rams still don't know the forward positions, while senior
.where they stand.
Alton Brandon.is the other guard.
R11m .coach Jim William's seems .
to think last w~ek'.s 82-76 win was a
B11rry Young is second in the
"good indication of how we can WAC in ~coring, averaging 19
play at times."
poi.nts a game. Behind him. is Lobo
It is the "at times" part which is · Ph_1l Abney who gets about 18.1
the key' Even Williams admits it _.pomts_a contest,
will be more challenging to win on'
But Williams figures the key will
·the road, namely in UNM's'Pit.
be the boards.
They were able to, defeat Idaho
'"We don't really 'have to
State .87-74 at Ft. Collins. lda}Jo
outrebound (UNM). We have to
State
walked
away
from
Albuquerque with the Lobo stay close though. If we can get
Invitational championship trophy. close ·we should be alright in the
game," he said.
But how much can the knowledge
be wor.th when you consider that ·
Watley is averaging seven
CSU lost. to Drexel 75-73, in Ft·. rebounds a game. The closest Lobo
Collios'?
mark is Phil Abney's6.4average.

The Lobos are wotried about turned around this week and it's
more than reb.ounds. They need a not going to be easy."
win, ThtlY are on a four-game
History is on the side of the
losing streak amj no team under .Rams, They have played 44 times
Norm Ellenberger has lost five in a with.CSU winning27 times.
row.
The starting Lobo lineup could
Ellenberger said, "We need to have Russell Saunders and Everette
win th.ese games to get back in this Jefferson at guards, Andre Logan
thing ... Thfs thing has got to be and Phil Abney at forwards and

Pearlcorcler-S"'

Conf~rence

Cagers
Return to Action

Last week was good to ·those
Western Athletic Conference teams
that played at home, as they ended
up as the winners in· the first week
of WAC competition.
This week, only Utah remains at
home as they play host to Fivill
Brigham Young.
Games tonight are Colorado
State at the New Mexico and
Wyoming at Texas-El Paso.
Saturday CSU plays UTEP on
regional television, the Lobos host
the Cowboys and the Cougars and
the Utes tangle.
BYU used a 1-3-1 zone in their
two Wins last week, while Utah was
able to connect on better than 50
per cent of their shots from the
field. Both teams are 2-0 after wins
over UNM and UTEP.
· Colorado State was able'to shoot
over 50 per cent in their s2c76
conference win over San Diego
.State, while the Lobos gave up 100
points to BYU and 101 points to
Utah.
Wyoming, too, shot over 50 per
cent against San Diego State as the
Cowboys won 78-71. The 'Pokes
a!so grabbed a 84-70 win over
Nevada-Las Vegas.
Meanwhile, UTEP could connect
on only .33 per cent of their field
goals against the two Utah schools,
while watching their opponent hit
56 per cent of their shots.
San Diego State, which opened
their first WAC season with a road
loss, takes the week off to prepare
for their first WAC home game
..
against New Mexico.
BYU is hitting more of their
shots from the field percentagewise, than any other WAC school
so far this season. They are 54 per
cent from the floor, with their
closest rival being Wyoming who
has connected on around 52· per
cent of their shots.
New Mexico is fifth in the seventeam WAC shooting 47 ;4 per cent
from the floor. The Lobos are
putting more points on the
scoreboard than any other WAC
team. They average 93.3 points a
contest. BYU is right behind at
89.1..

Larry Belin at center. Or it could
have Abney and J cfferson at guard,
Paul Roby at center and Belin at
forward with Logan. Or who
knows w}Jo at what position.
So, when the Rams invade the
Pit, H could answer a few
questions. But then again, it may
not.

60minutes
ofnores,
infomaation,
or memories.

However the Lobos are last in the
Conference in team defense, giving
up 86.5 per cent. They are third in
scoring margin, beating their
opponents by a. 6.8 p,oint per game
average. Wyoming is first at 0.3
with BYU at 10.6.

From a recorder that
. fits your fingertips •.•

Johnson
Returns

The record-setting Marvin
Johnson will again perform at
University Arena, this time as a
member of the.UNM Alumni team
in a 5:15 p.m. preliminary game
tonight against the Coors·
Maloofmen.
The :iaine precedes a New
Mexico-Colorado State conference
contest, and will reunite many of
the 'graduating seniors from the
Lobos' last conference championship s~ason, as Willie Howard,
Will Smiley and Jerome Shanks
join Johnson for the Alumni.
About ten other ex-Lobos will be
in the Alumni line-up, according to
coach Ira Harge, who Lobo fans
will remember as the first super-star
in th~ King-Ellenberger basketball
era at UNM. Although he has not
received confirmations from all the
probable players ,Yet, the list is
expected to ·include Dan Davis,
Petie Gibson, Mike Lucero, Phil
JordanandLenLopez.
Two ex-Lobos still active on the
hardwood will not be available for
the Alumni, however. Rich
Pokorski and Chester Fullet are
members of the Maloofmen.
The Alumni defeated the New
Mexico State Alums in the annual
Sickle Cell Anemia Benefit Game
earlier this year. The Ma.loofmen
are 14-1 on the season.
·
Most doors to University Arena
will open at the usual 6 p.m. time
for the Lobo game, so spectators
who want to catch the first half of
the Ma1oofmen-Alumni contest
must enter through the south door,
which will open at S p.m. for the
5:15 tip-off.

UNM Student Health
Insurance

Open enrollment period now for all students
not presently. covered. Students who purchaseQ.·
coverage only for the fall semester must enroll
again. Enrollment period is Jan. 15th thru Feb.
5th. Coverage effective until August 21, 1979.
Enroll at: UNM cashier's office;
.· ·
Student Health Center on Mondays,
·
Wednesdays and Fridays from 1-3 p.m.;
or mail application and check to the
local office at the address below,

Keystone Life Insurance Company
2625 PennsylvaniaN.E. Suite200
Albtiqu~rque, N.M. 87110
telephone: 299·6827

r p·.·t.

.

POUtSENPHOf'O

I·..

Hiway Jefferson (34) and Iceman Abney go aher the
s;:;lu:s:::'~·v~e~bs=s:::k:,:B~t~:=b:=;B::II::.,.- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -......

Frien:dly'. "to Lo. bos

UNM men's basketball teams
ha~e won more thai! SS per c~nt of
the1r home games m the fnef!dly
~on fines of University Arena since
1t was opened for the 1966·67
season.
The Lobos have compi,led a
record of 164-30, an .8S8 clip, in
collegiate contests through their last
home contest on December 30,
1978.
The 164 wins include a streak of

39 victories in a row at home over a
span of two years. The unbeaten
streak ran from 1972 to. 197S and
was halted by a 96-78loss to BYU.
_ In the 12 and a half seasons since
the 'Pit' was opened, UNM has
turned in three unbeaten seasons at
home. The Lobos went 16-0 when
they won WAC titles in 1967-68 and
again in 1973-74. They were 14-0 in
the 1972-73 season.

::;"='"w;:;-::;-....-;:w-::":w:~w;:;;;:m;:;.'-::-;:;;-:::-:::-:::"::::"::::-::::-:::--:::-::::-:::-:::-:~~~
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Sekai, Fuji, Azuki • 3, 5, 10, 12, Speeds

ALL MOPEDS- 5% Above Cost
1718 Central SE • 243·9630 • Behind Okies

·~
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~
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Dlacaunl Prices. como i n - Compare • Open Mon.• 501, 10,5

University store ·

,tr;

• Profe8Sional recording

features you'll also find in studio equipment include capstan
drive for constant tape speed,
condenser microphone, AC
bias, record-warning light:
• One·hand operation: Ae·

. cord, play, rewind, fast-forward, even cue and review
functions- all with just two fin•
ger-tlp controls.
• Palm or pocket-sized: Only
5'1• inches from top to bottom,
just over one inch thick, weighs
only 12 ounces with batteries.

255·1694
3011 Mente VIsta N.E.
nearUNM
fusteas1cf
Central & Girard

Be sure and visit our
uptown store at
4517 Central SE
all thru January
for our consolidation
sale

(actoss ftom UNM)

M•Th. 10·10
F.·Sat. 10·12
Sun.12·8
255·2225

The First

Budget L('ves You Better
Sale
All s7.981ist Lp's ........... ss.19
All Other Lp's . . . . . . . . . . . .soc Off
When you come in. and say Budget Loves You Setter
receive·an additional 50' off each Lp ·
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Guest Horplst well received
b~ NmSO oudience

ARTS
Waits retains image
with. '52nd Street'

Despite a fine all-around performance by Perry Genovese, the Lobo gymnasts fell to 5thranked Southern Connecticut 214.75-203.65 last night.

Mentor
TrolJbled
Siena Designs

Sierra Designs

Tbinsulate Ski
dacket
Regular $55.00

Down Flyweight
dacket
Regular $68.00

Sale$48.50

Sale $45.00

Colorado State basketball teams
coached by the 20th winningest
active head mentor have won only
three of 12 games against Norm
Ellenberger's 'Lobos.
James J. Williams' teams have
compiled a 331-260 won-loss
record, a 56 per cent clip, in 24
years but have not defeated UNM
since the final game of the 1976"77
season.
The Lobos have swept the homeand-home WAC series three times
and split it three times in the six
years Ellenberger has been head
coach at UNM. The Lobos are 6-0
in University Arena and 3-3 at
CSU's· Moby Gym over the same
12-game span.
Marvin Johnson's 50-point
performance in the Lobos 111-88
victory highlighted UNM's sweep
last season. ·

..

It's Super Bowl time again and that means talk of Super Bowl rin~s,
television, Super Bowl celebrations, more television, Super Bowl trophtes
and even more television.
It seems that every year the T.V. network covering this colossal event
tries to out-do the network which cpvered it the year before.
.
.
Last year CBS brought into living rooms and bars across the nation,
everything you would want to know about how a network covers a Su~er
Bowl.
This year, we get to so::e Mrs. Terry Bradshaw ice skate, and hear her
husband sing.
There will be something like seven hours of TV coverage about the Super;
Bowl. Apparently the game does figure in there somewhere. .
.
·
After. we hear all about how great this Super Bowl ts gomg to be
(probably the best ever) and after we see endless reruns of the Houston
Oilers wading through the water and ice there will hopefully be~ game,
After the broadcasters finish giving us their in depth analysts and after
we .see endles reruns of the Rams choking in Los Angeles, hopefully there
will be a game.
Of course they could show us reruns of past Super Bowls. But that cuts
things down if it's interesting, climactical highlights you want.
They could show us the famous Blunder ~owl, when pana;; a.nd
Baltimore tried to fumble their Super. Bowl rmgs away. J1m 0 Bnen
mercifully ended the game with a field goal (he could have missed and the
game might still be blundering on),
They could show us the cocky young Joe Willie Namath engineer the
AFL New York Jets past the embarrassed Baltimore Colts. It's a good
thing Namath won that Super Bowi. He said he would not shave off his
beard until the New York Jets won the Super Bowl. The Jets have had
enough troubles making the play-offs lately.
. .
..
They could show us Vince Lombardi's Packers unmerctfully pou~dmg
some unfortunate AFL team into the ground, or anybody unmercifully
pounding the Minnesota Vikings.
But they could show us scenes from the last Super Bo~J that Dallas a.nd
Pittsburgh played in. Pittsburgh won that one 21-17 m a game wh1ch
featured a little bit of everything including climax
lf only there was some way to guarantee a super bowl. But nothing can
be guaranteed, especially this year. After all, this was the year both Seattle
and Atlanta could have been in the Super Bowl.
But at least it is promising. Dallas has been to more Super Bowls than
anyone else in history. Pittsburgh is probably the best team player-forplayer in the NFL. •
They are both winners playing in the winningest game in football (about
$32 000-worth to each player). While it may or may not be the best Super
Bo;l in history, itshould,hegood. Prediction:·~ittsb.urgh2~ D<!llas.17. And hopefully television won't ruin a good thing,

Punctuated by an inspired
performance by Heidi Lel}walder
.and spurts of brilliance on their
The culture crowd showed in own part, the New Mexico Symforce at Popejoy Hall the aft~;rnoon phony Orchestra delivered an
of January 7 to see the New Mexico
Symphony Orchestra 11nd special
gu~;st, harpist Heidi Lehwalder.
The audience, mostly middle;aged
couples, in suit~;oats and ties and
dresses removed from the closet for
special' occasions only, were shown
to their seats by gaucho-attired
ushers, and the smell of dozens of
perfumes and hair tonics .filled the
hall along with the discordent
sound of the musicians tuning.
IJy JOHN CAPUTE

By DJ<;BORAH NASON
Hooray for Hollywood!! The tinsel, glitter and lighting effects found on
most a,ny back lot in the Jlun City were present on stage as Leon Redbone
and Tom Waits performed to less than a full house at Kiva Auditorium on
DecemberS, 1978.
Black suit·, top hatand walking· stick at his side, Leon Rcdbone strode on
stage and centered himself in front of a serene midsummer-night's backdrop, complete with a mighty mik, peeping harvest moon and modelcT
jalopy.
In his most elegant nasal tone Redbone greeted the fans, quipped a quick
couple of one-liners and proceeded to snap the audience's picture with a
polaroid camera. Once in tune, he opened with a solo version of "Ain't
Misbehavin" "(I'm savin' my love for you), Redbone's unique big band
sound came in full range as his tuba and clarinet players accompanied him
on classic versions of "Lazybones," "Please Don't T11lk About Me When
I'm Gone," and "Champagne-charlie." Red bone put his props to work in
a romantic rendition of ''Shine on Harvest Moon" with, you guessed it,
the full moon rising and the headlights on the model-T dimmed. Red bone
ended the set with the ''Sheik of Araby" but quicky returned for an .encore
of "Walking stick."
With all the camp of a dime store novel enveloped in a cloud of smoke
and attired in the latest from Bunratty's Used Clothing Store, Tom Waits
grovelled his way to a microphone and a baby grand piano. For an
opening, Waits struck the. keyboards and b(!llow~d a hometown version of
''California Here I Come," followed quickly by "A Sight For Sore Eyes."
Waits' gravelly 52nd Street demeanor continued as he roved from the
piano to the microphone, guitar and back to delight the audience wi~h
sagacious descriptions of the women in his life with such sweet lullabyes as
"Muriel," "Martha," and"Rosie.'' His theatrical ability shone through
as he propped himself b~tween two dilapitated gasoline pumps decked out
in a gold satin athletic jacket lamenting of the death of his leather-jacketed
hero, Elvis Presley. With the aid of a rumpled trench coat, rusted street
light and stage fog,·Waits -proceeded with a rythmic re-enactment of the
murder of a Jesser known gutter character named "Small Change" (Got
Rained On With His Own 38).
·
Waits' entire performance was aided by outstanding accompaniments by
Byron Miller ()n stand-up bass, Rick Lawson on drums, Frank Vicari on
·
tenor saxaphone and Roland Baytista on electric guitar.
It's obvious that Waits delights in keeping with his image of a Scotch
bar. His
and lyrics
and cigarette throated dreg froma dank
as kind of the~~~~ rttvth,mic alii Iteration

Tonight at the
SUB Theatre

Mendelssohn's overture, The
Herbrides · ("Fingal's Cave")
opened the NMSO's set. It was
delivered .with noticeable stiffness
as was the next selecHon, Concerto
For String Quqrtet and Orchestra,
by the 20th ·Century Czech composer, Bohuslav Martinu. The
latter featured. the NMSO String
Quartet, who received a perfunctoral hand from the audience.

1967 GBay 35'KC 10
1968 GBay 33 Oak 14
1969 NV Jets 16 Bal 7
1970KC23Min7
1971 Bal16 Dall3
1972 Dal24 Mia 3

.

1973Mia 14 Wash 7
1974 Mia 24 Min 7
1975 Pill 16 Min 6
1976 PiU21 Da117
1977 Oak.32 Min 14
1978 Da127 Den 10
1979 Pitt vs, Dal

proudly presents

of thl Afternoon" and

January I~ through January 28 (Mon·Sat)
9:00 pDI to 1:30 aDI
Happy Hour 4 to 7 pDI

·

50edraft beer · · 70owell drinks
pool tables • no cover charge • k~g service

6825 Lomas NE

266-6605
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California Art . upplv,.
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COMMERCIAL ART SUPPLIES 1/..ETRASETl FORMATT I CHARTPAK
ART & CRAFT SUPPLIES/DRAFTING SUPPLIES/PICTURE FRAMING
Canbill Aft. SE, ,AIIuquerqult, ,.. 17t01 /505·215-3733
ACROSS FROM JOHNSON GYM

.,. . Schlotzsky Eating Contest

one of the most terrifying and and controversial. These two
ByJ.M.STEWAR:r The Union Film Theater's spring . loathsome figures to be eo- evenings offer an opportunity to be
countered in cinema.
stimulated ·and provoked by both
S•ndap• .Jan. 28. J979at:J:00prn
schedule offers university comOn the evenings of Saturday and the films and the man •
. munity film viewers a selection of Monday at 8 p.m. the film comThe Union Film Theater is
fine popular movies, a com· 1
CaaapiUI organizations nominate your
located'
in the lower south level of
rehensive
collection
of
inmittee
will
present
specta
progr.ams
P
· d featuring master film maker Stan the SUB. Admission for all fullkhlotz8ky Championship Eater!
dependent or avant-garde film an
Brakhage and his work. Saturday time undergraduates and ASUNM
personal appearances by significant evening Brakhage will discUss a members is $1. In addition each
film makers; the first Of which Will selection of his latest films in- full-time
undergraduate or · PrizeII:
be an appearance by Stan Brakhage eluding the world premier of "The ASUNM member may gain ad·
i) K•• of beer for the wlnaer'aorgilaiZatloa
...... oraaalzatlon'• .... prlvilta parfJI.
on Saturday of this week.
Night Mare Series." Monday mittance for one guest for $1.
2) JO free SdllotilekiiJI•••e• for wlailer'e
Tonight at 8 four. films by the evening Brakhage will again be on Admission to all others is . $1.50.
.
·
d
t'
great lady of the American in.S)Schlotz.kstehlrtto eatraat
dependent film,. Maya Deren wilt be hand to speak an answer ques tons For the programs on Saturday and
Raleil:
.
as. we screen six films with -the Monday full-time under-graduat'e
screened •. The films to be shown common theme of birth. and · ASUNM admission will be
1) Eatrp ~lletqt S(tlaree) lar•e Sd.louekll'•
include ''Meshes of the After-·
I• so •laatee wltlaoat leavlag the table.
noon," . "At Land,n ''Ritual in · Brakhage's films are, like Brakhage $1.50 and general admission will be
2)
Lt•lted
to 10 ot81inlzatloaa; onlp oae entreat
transfigured time" and uA Study himself - provocative, complex $2.
fro.- each orgalillzatlon,
.
_
S)
Sdalouilkp'•
wUI
provide
the
..
adwlcl.ee~
in Choreography Before the j~iiii~iiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiii
4) $5.00 coaflr•atloa fee refaaded after coetellt
Cameras." These ·haunting and
to each eatraatwho participated.
magical films entrance the viewer in
5) Dndllaa
21. Wedaeldap
.
the realm. or Maya Deren's in·
6) Meet eeter In peraon eed alaow proof of
credible personal \lisio"n. . . .
•••banhlp le eald ora••lzatl~•·
F.W. Murnan's -"Nosferatu,"
Plua Curtent ~tlcl•nt ID
will be shown at 7 and 9: Is on
Friday! · This
. GermanEnter roday In ~er•on
expressionistic film which has been
called the finest horror /fantasy
· Stud•nt Dlr•cwtiN will go
btgfnnlng Jon. 15th at the
film ever .made,. is the original and
Ul'&m
8ookltoM
and
th.
itudent
lnfotiiiGtiOft c_ent., 1ft the
~. · 3!!:~=:!1•~-;.
by fat the best tendering of the
classic Dracula story. But, in
~
.
-~~
®
"Nosferatu;, Dracula is no't the
. dasbiiig lady charmer, rather he· is

i
:

}

..............
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Dltectotles

10~

~ ~!.

For more information call:
266-2343
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•
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k
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F·i . m mo · er o ·oppeor *****************************~

Sports Information Director
Susan Craig will provide the color
commentary, while the ilnnouncer
has not yet been chosen. UNM is
hoping that more broadcasts will b(:
done in·the future.

Thursday, January 18 at 7:00pm
Room 340 Family Practice Bldg.
Medical Center North Campus

}

••
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Kick~ff Meetmg:

.

1·01.o dl·scoun·t •
t0
••

~~:::~~tal~~~:nT~~~~~:~~=c~f~d

her back for an encore and Leh- •
walder showed herself a warm •
person as well as a virtuoso
"'!usici~hbyhintroducing herTsholo • .
ptece Wlt a umorous story.
ey •
~ere the odnl~ worhds .sP?._!en..~ ;.,.•.._ _ _ _,.,.,. . ~·
the Stage· Orlift"t e 'enfhc"Cum;en ~
....
and Lehwalder received a much •

·.L25f0

Gampus Crusade
for Christ ·

T.K.O.

l

e Works of Maya Deren

The NMSO, not to be upstaged,
closed the afternoon with an ex- •
citing delivery of American •
composer Aaron Copeland's El
Salon Mexico. The piece jumped •
with Latin and Southwestern •
American· rhthyms, the musicians •
gave their most inspired playing of
the day, and conductor Yoshimi •
Takeda -was in top form, fully in •
control, his body an instrument of
itsownasitswayeqandpushedand •
leaned and pulled with the music. •
The Orchestra seemed an extension
of the stick in Takeda's hand, as it · •
should be.

Lobos On the Tube
For the first time ever, the UNM
women's basketball team will have
a game of theirs televised.
Tomorrow night's UNM-Texas
El Paso game in the Pit will be
televised by KNME, channel five
beginning at J:30.

•

After the ·intermission, the
Orchestra with Lehwalder taking
center stage, launched into Ravel's
"Meshes
more
Introduction and Allegro. Lehwalder showed an immediate
8:00pm $1.00 students $1.50 public
command of the harp and the
Orchestra loosened up for the first .., . .. • • • • • • • • • • • • •, • • • ,
time that afternoon. · Handel's ·
Concerto in B Flat Major For Harp
and Orchestra, Opus 4, Number 6,. •
•

deservedstandingovation.
SUPER BOWL

afternoon of competent music, The
audience appeared appreciative,
despite the distracting discomfort
of Popejoy Hiill's seats, and that is
probably w1Jat matters most,

.1••·

....

~.
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IIAHRY: PICK \)P orange cor4 ill Honor's C~nl<r
for General Saudie\ 112·00(,, Pick up one easy crcdll
W~,:doc~duy~ 2:00·3:,0. Who knows, )'QU 1011~ rick~up

PERSONALS

mr.H Kltum.

CONCEI'TIONS SW • A COLIJlCTION of UNM
i!UdCOI'i 1 crCil.liV~ W()fkli. $1.00. Marron 1-h~ll Rot)Jn
IO.S.
tfn
ACCllRATii INFORMATION ADOUT <on·
1rnccp!lrm, 'iUnlhit~llQn, utJorllon. Right 10 ChQo~e.
2')4 0171.
04/27
I•RHiANCY TUSTING ANr> cour~~cllng. l,honc
24HBI'J
04127
N~RRV'S PI7.7.A BY th1,1 ~lice: nnd 11an, Spcclal5
fcal\lfiiiS rn:<th salncl nnd .~lice'i. Acro.~'i "fn;nn UNM on
Cc.tturuL
01/19
ON SAU·. NOW! nic ligtucns(,9(,'CII1~..,;, Pipes 10 per
"cnl (Iff ~·- w~ nho have Imported elsnrcne~.
IM.mphc:nnll;h • l)ipc & ·robnc.:co l<ontl 107 Cornell,
opt•II9·~1,SD( 104.
01/19
S6il.i·:DMORil.S WF. llAI.LJTC: you for lnmglng
ttHiflh. I r y{IU ncc:~l im ac.JiJcd hJcciLtive 10 con!lf111()' we
~atggc~t you ~:hc:ck out the Air Fore~ Ol'ficcrli Training
rmgrnm. Check II out by -~Imply adding A[" ASP 201
llt;vcloprncnl or Air P.owcr. lMpni.luY!I 1:00 to I:SO
pm. or W~;:llncsd;Jy~ 8:00 to H:SO a.m.} No !tussles; btl I
un tlpportunlly 10 learn about At<ro·Spacc arn.l to
che"k .out whelher ynu wnnl IQ join lhr: two-year
PI'!Jgram next yeur. What otll~:r cour:'it: le<ld$ to
finnnclal aid, elc., and a profe~sional job contrnct
tlpon gradu;~!lon'?
01/19
MICJMEI, ANTBONY t'AN help you find your
pcr~o11<1l clown chanu:lcr, lnslrUclion iil magic,
juggling, rnhnc. Tptal P.xpcricncc. 21o8-4301
01124
SHOULDN'T EVERY WEt..L educnt~d person know
huw to dau.~;e1 Come nnd learn how. Mini·lcsson~.
dcmomtrntlom, lind fr(t adrnis~ion. UNM Ballroom

\'

Donee Club, 7:30·9:30 p.rn., Jail 19, SUB-Prumu,
JtuJ26SUU-Uallroom.

01/26

'UIEkH WILL Jlli [\ r'rc•H~;:ullh Sdcm:e Club
mcl,'llns on Monday, Jnnuary 22 m 7:30 p.m. In
Mltch~IIOrtcsa 153.
01122
J·li.M I'RODUt'TION WORKSHOP: If yo11 are
"icriou~ abtm\ learulng nlm producth;m. this prlvntc
' 1hand!i·on" workshOP cmphnsilcs a<.·ccs$ to and
· imtrUcliOn wlth ptofcs~iomll l6mn1 equipmcnl to
photograph and edh your own .~hor1, film. Gary
Uoberruan: 266-0IIlt3 aHernoon:'i.
01/31

Dl/18

Weave a- clrclt; -·-clas\ ~11m" Jnn. 2Jrd - Tut:!iday
Weavt.m.. Stuc.lio. 26j•9t00 WS Slanford Sfi,
01174
H\hli KIn EN TO gouu ho>ll<· Call Z94-7()(>L
1fn

2.

LOST & FOUND

FOUND: WOMAN'S GOI.D Wnl<h with broken
band. ~<lemify nod clatm. Marron H~tll. Room 10.5~
lfn

f'OI,JNil: PSYC'HOLOGY NOTEBOOK. l~clllify
iHldcluim Room lOS Marron Hall.
01/19
l.OST: WOMAN'S WlliTil woollefl·hnn~ millen.
5111~11 rewq.rd orrcrcd. K98-467$ or 277-2435.
Ul/19
L.OST: (lOLD SEKKO WATCH, brown bund 277·
sm
·o1n2

LOST: BLACK CARD cQ!:it: co,llt~illiog driver•.~
Please call Mary. 277·2Jij3 01/;l-4
fiND YOURSELF IN lhe Pea" Corps, 271·S907
01/28
110UND: GJ.OVES WITH barrette and k<!YS inside,
Identify and claim, Marron 1-1!'111105,
01/24
Jkcn~c-1,0., e1c •..

J

SERVICES

-'------------KINKO'S TYPING SERVICE (IBM Seleclrlc) and
now 3 mimlle P~sspon Photo.~. NQ appolntmt:nl.
2~8·8SI!. Wedo~cys,
lfn
TYPING FIRST QUALITY, 883-7787,1lolly, 02/13
TYPING. NIGHTS, WllEKENDS. Pal, 293-8688.
01/30
TYPIST·24 llOUR SERVICE. Jean, 2SS·9426 afler
4:00p.m.
02122
CUSTOM SEWING: CLOTHING ana househola
llems. 898·5977.
OI/2S
TYPIST • TERM PAPERS, Thesis, Res"m" 299·
8970.
02106

OUTDOOR
CLOTHING SALE!
20-50% SAVINGS
High Quality Brand Names:
Camp 7 ·Woolrich- Trailwisc

!Pc1rkas, Vests, Sweater:~,
llals, Sleeping Bags)

Starts Jan. 2nd.
TUAILMASfER
5401 Central NE

USDA ESTIMATES AVEMGE Amoriean will
t:OJl'iUme- l(llb~. food addlllves 1hlfi year. Th~y won't
get. them PI 1he MPrning Olor)l Cafe, S~rvins
chelllh.:iil free meal.~ and vegit!lrian cuisine. 2.9.33
Mome V151a N.E. 261-7040
01/30
PRIVATE GUITAR I.ESSONS.Ciassical,folk, ~y
U,N.M.. communi! y college in;~lruc!or. 266-9291
01/23
MEA T.LESS COOKING CLASSES. 8two hour
fie~~1.on'\, S48 ln~l~ding 11 ll~ht meal each week. Call
Rha at 34S·7631 evenings,
01/23
COCillTI MOTORS.. We'll fix your car ehoap. (6804
Cochlli SE)268-4071.
01123
PAINTJNG-.Cl,EAN, NEAT workmanship. Free
(!:->Jirmuc:.~. Call Wcr. Ov1112~5.,.J~90.
01/23
THE COOl< lNG COMPANY for lneXpemivl; cli\Ssc-s
in Ea~l l11dlan, J <~pant,!~c. K,oreun. Middle Easjern or
Jtnli•~n cut~lne. Call Sandy H91i·157~ or Zoe 34~·0973
Ol/19
WEAVING/ SPINNING/ DYEING/ bnskely/
cmbroi~cry/ bu~~slrap wenvins/ cmHive clothlng•.:la~ws and workshop SIIH.ting at 1hc Weaver~· Sludlo
205 SHtnfml,l S.E. Call 265·9100 for mort: in·
f(lrrJJation
01/24

4.

HOUSING

f\JL~Y CARPETED 3 bc~roorn, off Carlisle,
,;pptfc.~s appli.ance!i., flreplac~. fenced ~ani, 5245 •. 26;}.

1751, Valley Re>Ual,, SJS fee,
01/19
fEMALE ROOMATE: WANTED 10 share .house
wllh 2 oth~r women. $100 a month plus \ldlUie~. On
MOniC Vi;ta. Call evc.l. 266·48)6,
OJ/19
FREE RENT UNTLL February. Fr(C utilities. Brand
new studio and one bedroom. 3 blocks from U.N.M.
Coverc<l par~lng. 83 1·1\0(il;
01129
SERIOUS STUDEN'{S NEED hon-smo~ingferoale
hou, 0maJO. SilO nuh. •h· uillilie~, 26S-49)0
Ol/2~
ROOMMATE FINDING SERVICE. Share yovr
pla~:e or move iil with another, AJ.I ;~ges.~ backrouo?s,
Photos shOW{h rcfrences checked, $15,00 wa1h
StltdCOI J·,O, The Roommate Gallery 266·5959 II·
UNM/BCMC AREA. For J>alc: three bedroom~. I 3/4
bath, ~tucco~ paint, remodeled, $30;009 down. $325,
month, Call evenings. 82.1·6948
01/22
ONE ·.OED ROOM DUPLEX, $18D utiHii\!$ included,
Lead-Maple ~rncr. 247-8647,
01/2.3.
NEAR UNM, APARTMENT for.rent, spacious one
l;lcdroom, $195/month plu~ ulililics. 265-2252 or 268·
72R9,
0112;
NOB HILL MOT~L. Reason~hlcdally an.d wce~ly
r~tcs. 3712 Cen1ral SE; near UNM. Phone 2SS-J J72.
.
03/08

CANTERBURY CO·OP: small.;o-edresidt;-nc:e.-. ciQs~
to c~mpus, 3 meals dally, single rooms. $825 per
!itffiC$1Cr,247·2SI~
01/18
FASHION BLOUSES FOR Gal''i $3,95 at Cn"lifornia
fEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED to •hare house.
Fa,hioo Outlet. Corner or Cemral & Cornell acro.~s
Princeton N,E. Backyard Fireplace $J2S. Call Carol
UNM.
01119
Z66-941S aflcr6:30 P.M.
01/19
JEI\NS
FOR
$6.7S
at
California
Fasion
Outlet.
MOVE TODAY. SSO t bedroom, near camp"'s•
CorncrorCentrBI & Cornell, acw~s UNM.
01/19
m®ern appliancl!s, s1orage galore. 262·17SI. Valley
BRICK AND. BOARD book•hci•cs. 266·0867
Renlah, $)5 f~e.
Ot/19
eVCflings,
01/&9
STUDIO APT. fOR Renl. Near UNM and bus line.
1'%4 MGB ROADSTER·, mini condhion. Asking
/;:lean, 265-6966,268-4413
01/19
52~95. 296,21 so
01/23
LUXURY, NE, 3 bedroom, 2 bath, lownhouse.
25 11 FRAME! SILVER Mowbc-cane, Mirage Dual
Appliances, ~orpeting 1 children f!.ne. $182, utilities
po.~ilioQ· brake levers, Quick. ·relcmie front a~Je,
Included, 262·17$1 Valley Renlals, SJS fee,
0"1/19
$li0.00Jolm 2S6.JI6S
Ol/2l
S11JDENTS MOSTLY FURNISHED 2 bedroom,
BICYCLE IO·SPEEO, 2J." frame, men's Takara
off Pj"e. Appliances, r:arpeting, fenced privac)'.
w/thorn·proor. New, $120.()() or besl offer. Work
SilO. 262·1751, Valley Rentals, $3l fee.
01/19
277-3004 or 2%·1933. G•y W•ISon.
01/23
SEARCHING FOR HOUSIN01 Reoldence llalls are
'70 VOLVO. GOOD ('ONDITION. Rcouiil uap.
your an.~wcr for maximum conve-nience !O cumpus,
~ml.~sion. 6 month warranty, $1SOO. Eves. Anne 265·
plus comfor! and economy iTI housins and food
service! Inquire La Po!>ada; 201, Wednesday5 9-4 or
FLIP & sew less Ihan one
call ~77.21\06.
01/19
Wilh open arm fcature!t pushbutton OObbinwinder,
2 OR. HOUSE,near UNM 1620 Lead. S2Sl monlhly,
blind hems, aUiomallc buttl,.lllholer, aU !lew metch
Slngl~wclcome.296-.7120
01/19
slilches SilO. cash r~r US. ncr month. 8.814RBt/ or
2·BEDROOM !lOUSE NEAR U.N.M .. SZSOmo, & .
299·6347
01/24
utililic$. 867·2747
OJ/24
CROSS COUNTRY SKIES. 82••; poles ~:5"; boot~;
WANTED: ROOMMATE SHARE 2-~cdroom
men·~ shoe si1c 10'-1: all for$40. 265·1629
01/18
hou~c. Male or female non·~moker. SilO/mo.
SINGER, fUTURA TOP ,,f the line. slightly used,
1!r>Util. Pnul, 277·5227, 268·325S
01/19
but slill under w;maruy, au1omatiL' bohbfn winder
bliJJdhcms, make'> huttunholes, ·tms computerized
Par/ez francais I
~tretch sfitch, Aim doc.~t lou of fancy stilchc~.
Rcgulnrly $800, Now SISO, Cnsh nt paymcn1sofSIS.
French conversation classes
Beginning • lnlermedlale
per month. Call ~99·6347 t1r1'!81·48K9
01124
• & AdVanced •
Commance weeK ot January 29t~
. Day or evening
14 wee~s $45 28 hours
MG>DEI..S NEEI)ED FOR ca~y.care hair fashiom.
Alliance Francalse of Albuquerque
Apply Tijeras Ha:r (."o,, 25,·5544.
02107
Telephoo• 242·3327
PART~TIME ('OOK some experience necessary, will
1rnlu. Mu~1 be nblc 10 workevcningo;:, some weekendo;,
Apply in pcr~<m, tl'"k l'or Pete. Fronlicr Rc:staurant
2400CcouaiSE,
01/19

5.

266-4lll

FOR.SALE

~~!·SINGER

6.

)1bt <'""'lu£ l'im Nutional U!lrl"

otm

7~m·

.I.AUNPROMAT AnENDANT: HOURS can be
jldju!ited ttl fil $!~dent JiChe~u/e, Apply 8 lQ 4 SUDS
PARLOit, 4Z08 <.'arli,le NE. ,.•. Jani".
01119
TUTORS NEEDE:D FOR: ~'herni•lrY Ill, 21Z;
B:inlugy 1.23 (General,, Qiology 238 (1\~P), Biology
2)9 tMil:ro1~ Nur:'iins 240 (Palholo~y); PhP.rmacoiOg)'
27fi. Caii277-2S07.
'
OJ/19
PART. 'TJME JOB ~r1\duale stud(rlt!i only, Afler~
no~m~ :llnd Cv~olngo;;. M1,1s1 be able 1o wQrk Friday a11d
Saturd~y nighls, Must be Zl yeurs old, Apply in
p~:rson, no phone call!t rtcasc. S~veway Liquor S1ore~
a1 S704l.,omas NE, 5516 Mcnaul NE.
02102
MEN! WOMaNl JOBS. Cn1i.~e ships,.freight~rs. No
.expcriem:e. High nay1 See Eurqpc, HnwaH, Aqlitntlia,
So. America. '5tJmmer! <."arc;cr ..Send $3.85 for inro.
to.1EAWORLD DZ Box~l03l, Sae~o., CA9S81\0.
02/01
C'IHLD CARo fOR 8yr old. Three Mornings 6:15
arn toR:30 am. Call Caren 266.4%0
Ol/19
MALE. AND FEMA.LE ~;r(JH~ ~an~ers needed, }iigh
paying. 242·2463,
01/26
MOTHER Wll.L UABVSIT your inf~nl, mornings,
$15 week. NoarUNM. Call242·6631.
01·/19
BABYSITTER NljEDED, 3 AFTERNOONS/\\:~k,
ncar·Ci!.mnu!., ~93-0817, 243-4242,
01/23
·PART· TIME SALESPERSON needed. !lours
wriable. Lieber'!-. L.IJgg>tge. 140(, Eubitnk NE. 293·
0817.
.
.
01/23
RESIDENTIAL COUNSELORS NEEDED 10 live in
groun home and w~rk with 6 troubled leenagers.
Common ~ense and strong .WQrk ethic e,..,~ential,
degree is not, Varied in-service .pr,)'chiatrk trainin~ ·<program and ex1.:cll~llt ~]lportunity for 5ome.one who
wi!.hes IU pur,~u~ a career ju ~ocial wprl!, or Ihe helping
profes!lion~.
Addre.~s re.~umes and inquiries 10
Hogan~~. lnt; .. P,O, Box 63.42 Albq., N,M. 87107.
P~oroc 345·8471. E,O,E.
.01/18
GOLDEN FRIED CI11CKEN IR30 Lomas NE has
openings for part-time day work. C;~.ll Jim ~~ .242..
2_181 after I. p.m..
·
Oli2J
WORK OVERSEAS IN Ihe Peace Corp.,, 277·5907
01/22
('tEAN LINES, Low ccruer of gravi.ly. di.-e~;t driv~.
quiet, Drlviutz a Vespa molorscnoter i.~ more like
riding a magi~ carrel, Come by a11d float off on one
h1day. Exch&.!iivc;ly al J.J. Mof'l,!d.: Albuquerque. For
more information: 3222 Central SE 268·J949. Ql/30

student IIJaking law
1
History major appointed
·,. ·
to House of Representatives
~,

'

.

y

mon~~~~!8__• _ _M_I_S_C_·E_L_L_A_. ..;;N..;·. ;;E_O.::.. U;:_;S:_

EMPLOYMENT

CllEAP WATE~almS AT Wa1cr Trips. $99 buys
you: (i) Any sin~ dark walnut .s1ained frame. (2)
.,al"ctY lin<:<r, p) foam immlatcd comfon pad, (4) any
.~ile-maure.~.'l with J-yr. guarantee. S109,'}S. Qt Wa1er
Trips. 3407 Central NE. 255-2289.
04/05
I.OO~JNG FOR GROUP 0, B, and AU blood
dnnon;, Plea.!ic: ct1otac1 Dht~l(ln ()f Trpph:al &
Geographic M(dicinc, 277-3001 or 277.21-113. 01/19
REMEDIAl. TUTORINCi IN my home. Certified
cxpcricm:ed tcal:IJcr. Ciradeli 1-12:. N~nr i.JNM, Call
24Hm.1J.
01119
HAKERY C.'AFE, VEGETARIAN .Cuisine. IJrcak~
fn'it,l.unch.and Dinrte~. I IR YnlcS.E. 255-0149.
01/19
lli\SKETRY WORKSHOI'S·SATURDAY Juu.Z71h
at the- Wc;~~·crs' ~ludin :ws Stanrur.d 2tiS·9100. 01124
I_)ID YOU STEAl. hi'i tO)'~ too? H~h? Play al 1h~
Vorteoc. Fri ••Sun .. Jan. 19·28. Minor l.O!t\,
01/HI
WANTEI>: I'OI.DIN(l t'llAIRS. Will buy al a
n:a,unahlc price. C'all299·6347 or Sftl-41!89.
01/24

CHADWICK PHOTO

UNM history major Robert Aragon is the firs~ student to
be appointed_ to the N.M. House of Representatives. ·

By BILL ROBERTSON
Take heart, students; there's one of "us" in Santa
Fe now, ma]dng law.
The ·newest member of the New Mexico House of
Representives is ;21-year-old Robert Aragon, a senior
student at UNM. He was appointed by the Bernalillo
County Commission to serve in the seat vacated ~Y his
father, Bernalillo County Democrat Bennie J.
Aragon, who left to serve in the state Employment
Services Division.
The younger Aragon plans to maintain a 12-hour
semester in Albuquerque while serving his constitutents of District 13, w\!ich includes parts of the
south valley and west mesa.
"It won'·t be easy," he says, "but that doesn't mean
it can't be done."
Already the ex-ASUNM lobbyist is scoring first in
the New Mexico legislature. He's been appointed to
two committees, the Appropriations and Finance
Committee and the Labor Commitee.
"I'm the only freshman ever appointed to the
Appropriations and Finance Committee," Aragon
said. "mo~t people "!Bit five or six years to be appointed to it."
The two appointments represent "the best
assignments a freshman could expect," he said.
After three days in his new job, Aragon said state
politics is "a. lot more diffic!llt than I thought. We
haven't gotten down to the actual business of
legislation yet, but already I'm feeling a lot of
pressure."
That pressure might easily be thought to come from .

older lawmakers, but Aragon disclaims this notion.
"I know most of the gentlemen here (in thl! House).
They look to me as a representative of the youth of the
state. We have a mutual respect for each other.
"There might be some legislators who resent me
because of my age, but when we get down to business,
I plan to waylay any suspicions by my behavior on the
floor,"
Thursday Ar11gon conferred with University
President William Davis and UNM lobbyist Bill
Weeks. ''The meetings were mainly courtesy calls,'' he
said. "no legislation has been discussed at this point."
Concerning legislation affecting the University,
Aragon said he will first represent his District 13
constituents. "Of course I'm interested in insti~utions
of higher learning in general, and UNM in particular!'
Aragon-has had an extensive amount of experience
in politics ever since high school, when he was a
student council representative,
Upon entering UNM in 1975, he was appointed to
the Lobby Committee with ASUNM. Aragon was
elected vice chairman of his precinct for the
Democratic party, the central committee of the party,
and later as the president of the Bernalillo County
Democrats.
Aragon became the youngest person ever to attain a
delegate position at the 1976 Democratic national
convention .
In 1977 he was elected president of the New Mexico
Young Democrats, and later as he under secretary of
the Democratic Party in Bernalillo County.

New Mexico

Marshall Tucker fans
are urged to keep it under ~eu hau at the
concert tonight.
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TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE

.Up .a_gainst the wall

PRECISION AJ A DISCOUNT.
(For students only.) .

ACROSS
45 Golfers'
1 Artificial
concerns
6 Model
47 Legend
10 Lichen
48- Presley
14 Ground: Fr. 49 Pull
15 Labrador ore 50 Pour forth
16 Square
· . 54 Animal han·
footage
dler: 2 words
17 Nom de
57 Pelt
pll.lme
58,.Adjoin
18 Kiod of col- 59 Air
lege
60 Author of
20 Alan - :
fables
Astronaut
61 E~press der21 Deity
. islon
22 Wash
62 Animosity
23 Music term 63 Usurp
25 Wheel parts DOWN
. 27-Giade
1 Pierce
30 U.S. Navy
2 Distant:
Cotnb. form
worker
31 Pudgy
3 Tune
32 Chums
4 Most stately
33 Maul .
5 It is so
36 Negative
6- light
contraction
7 Toward the
37 Meat cuts
mouth
38 Soccer great B Progeny
39 Was ahead
9 Extremity
4U Clews
10 Serviceman
41 Strainer
11 Marmalade
42 Pieces, of
ingredient: 2
music
words
44 song
12 Feel

Come by for a special student dis- does after five mir:tutes.
count card. It's good for a whole year,
A precision haircut with shampoo
and entitles you to 10% off any Com·and blow-dry costs just $14.00 for
mand Performance service. Includ- ·guys or gals, less 10% of course. We
ing our precision haircut.
also offer .permanent waves, colorPrecision haircutting is our teching, frosting and conditioning..No
nique for cutting the hair in harmony appointment needed, just come in.
with the way it grows. So as it grows it
doesn't lose its· shape. Your haircut
Take advantage of our offer, it's
will look as good after five, days as it precisely what you need.

Command Performaneti
Sierra Vista Shopping Center

Montgomery Bhrd. at Eubank
r

Store. hours Mon • Fri 9:00 am-9:00 pm
Sat 9:00-am·$:00 ptn

298-9521

UNITED Feature Syndicate·
Pliztle Solved:

Wedne'~day•s

13 Gratifies
40 ~uplure
19 Up for 41 Decline
21 Obl<iln
43 Infects
24 Put into play 44 Catch
25 Certain
45 Ashur's wife
46 - Ike
plants
26 Boys ·
47 Billow
27 Pheasani. 49 Camping
e.g.
item
28 Instrument 51 Footwear
29 Tryst
52 Eve's grand30 Navigates
son
32 Europeans 53 Corp. div.
34 Thomas 55 Residue
Edison
56 "Down
35 Tare
· Under" bird
37 Cheryl57 Tool
38 Column·

Peer·group f'risks set
By MIKE HOEFT
Persons attending the Marshall
Tucker Band concert tonight at the
Civic Auditorium will be searched
by security agents of their own
"peer
group,"
and
not
Albuquerque Police Department
officers.
The. change to peer friskers
comes on the heels of a recent .
federal court case challenging the
constitutionality of the searches.
Don Krueger, manager of the
city-operated auditorium, said
plain-clothed SIA security agents,
from 18 to 22 years of age, will be
used for the first-time at tonight's
concert.
"We feel peer group security will
be more acceptable to the concertgoers," he said. •
Krueger said basic search policies
will remain the same. "We never
mearit to arrest individuals. We're
just looking for ·hard missles that
c,ould be. used as weapons." He said
if anyone objects to the search, they
will be eligible for a refund on the
ticket price. '.'But ill four years, no
one has returned for their money
. back," he said.
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Krueher said the searches were
initiated after a "full scale riot''
broke out folowing a Grand Funk
Railroad concert in 1975. The Civic
was closed down for the next 120
days, Krueger said. When it
reopened, the city had initiated the
search policy.

•• <)

How advertising influences our ideas about food and how food
chemicals affect disease will be a free noon lecture today in the third
floor lecture hall of the Family Practice/Psychiatry Building of the
UNM School of Medicine.
Dr George R. Schwartz, associate professor in the department of
family, community and emergency medicine, will discuss food,
nutrition, ·clinical practice, and t!)e pros and cons of megavitamin
therapy. Schwartz is the author of ·~Food Power," which concerns the
chemical effects of food.
·
.

Alcoholism seminar slated

ByS. MONTOYA
Nurses are playing an increasingly important role ill the
treatment <Jf alcohOlism and as such
need to particpate in alcoholism
education programs, says Mary Lee
Potter, an alcoholism treatment
expert:
Potter is in town to address an
all-day seminar for . nurses. The
seminar, which is being held today
at the Airport Marina, is entitled,
"Today's Nurse: A primary factor
in successful alcoholism treatment."
Speaking <1t a news conference
held yesterday at the ~edical
Health and Treatment Center, she
'
stressed
the objectives of successful
Kreuger said searchers are not ·
treatment,
looking. for alcohol or drugs. "We
"Successful treatment begins
suggest those carrying contraband
with the patient. They must
dump it or take it back to their cars.
recognize their problem and seek
But they are not arrested," he said.
The American Civil Liberties professional ~elp," she said,
Citing statistics compiled ln I 975,
Union . went to federal court last
Potter
said 'one out of nine
week in Albuquerque backing three
Americans
and one out of five
plaintiffs challenging city policy to
teenagers
have
probiems with
search concertgoers for weapons.
alcohol. the reason these figures
U.S. District Judge Edwin are so high, she said; .is. because
Mechem ruledthe searches could be "the medical field still does not
conducted, . except on the three know what cause& alcoholism" .
persons named in the. suit.
·
Ali awareness of the services
On behalf of 'the ACLU, at· available to people With alcohol
torneys Chuck J;laniels and Lee problems is' increasing, she said.
Peifer arl) pursuing the case as a
Alcoholics
have
been
class action suit,
traditionally treated as peQple with
City ·auorney bill Kraemer said a psychiatric problem, but new

I

.

the case was originally filed as a
class action suit, but was not
certified as such before the
preliminary hearing. "The temporary injunction will last for 10
days until which time a permanent
injunction is issued or .refused to be
issued," he said.

Lunchtime lecture
to focus on food

approaches to treatment such as
group
therapy
and
the
detoxification processes are
changing attitudes toward treat-

ment, she said.
Slated as the keynote speaker,
Potter's topic will be ''The nurse as
change agent in ah:oholism

..

tr.eatment." She is being sponsored
by a private corporation and is
expected to address approximately
150 nurses.

Mary .L~ Potter fleftJ and Barbara .J. Baiilonttdo strfUed tire objectives of successful
aicohoHsm treatment at yesterday's press conference. .
· ,
·
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